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Introduction: The Origins of Voltaire’s Experiences with Others 
 Voltaire certainly did not invent the concept of othering. In fact, some of its most potent 
examples come from ancient civilizations. For instance, the Greeks looked to others for a variety 
of reasons ranging from self-definition to instruction. To distinguish their language and cultural 
mores from those of non-Greeks, they labeled all others who did not speak their language as 
barbaroi. The term was Anglicized and survives today as “barbarians.” Such distinctions like 
these helped the Greeks establish and imagine their own identity within the linguistically and 
culturally diverse Mediterranean. Likewise, as Frantz Fanon and other social scientists of the 
modern era have illuminated, Europeans defined their own national and cultural identities during 
the colonial period by creating mythologized narratives about the “uncivilized” native peoples in 
the Americas, Africa, and Asia. Therefore, a quick glance at the historical record indicates that 
Othering occurred, and was perhaps the most effective, when Europeans depicted their colonial 
subjects or otherwise distant people as inferior by stressing language and religion. However, 
Voltaire and the texts in which he depicted others mark a departure from this tradition. A close 
examination of this Frenchman’s writings—texts that greatly shaped and affected popular culture 
and opinion during and beyond the reign of Louis XV (1715–1775)—reveals that the rhetorical 
effectiveness and critical influence of several works rested upon Voltaire’s positive portrayals of 
non-French others.  
 I will begin my investigation of how Voltaire deployed otherness by highlighting how he 
used his Letters Concerning the English Nation to celebrate commerce, religious tolerance, 
political freedom, and aristocratic patronage of the arts. The images of the English that he 
presented in his Letters exemplified a contemporary other; however, Voltaire also drew 
examples from historical civilizations. Thus, my second chapter focuses on how he looked 
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beyond the typical narrative of the day and directed his contemporary audience’s attention to the 
value of historical civilizations in his Essai. In this chapter I also consider his treatment of 
contemporary yet non-European civilizations such as the Chinese, Persians, and Indians, and I 
contend that affording such considerations to these often-overlooked or denigrated people 
characterized Voltaire’s philosophe worldview. It also insinuated that rationality and 
progressivism required knowledge of other cultures and their traditions. Finally, I use my third 
chapter to examine Voltaire’s Les Guèbres ou la Tolérance, a play that was never performed and 
has heretofore received very little scholarly attention. As he staged Zoroastrian characters 
Roman-controlled Syria, Voltaire combined various subsets of “others” to advocate increased 
religious toleration in France. His depictions of otherness do more than represent the philosophe 
tradition that he embodied; they represent how the philosophes responded to censorship in 
eighteenth-century France by using commentaries on other cultures to critique French popular 
attitudes and promote reforms within France itself. More broadly, they make us reconsider the 
rhetorical purpose of otherness altogether as it operated within colonizing European societies. 
Electing a Literary Life:  
 Voltaire’s path to becoming such a literary titan in early eighteenth-century France began 
in 1704 when he was only ten years old. Hoping to shape him through a good education, his 
father sent him to a prestigious Jesuit lycée, Louis-le-Grand, where he discovered and 
subsequently indulged his love for writing and the theatre.1 Shortly after Voltaire arrived at 
school, Ninon de Lenclos, a writer and courtier who had gained fame and fortune through her 
proximity to Louis XIV, and who was a client of Voltaire’s father, rewarded Voltaire for the 
                                                
1 Ian Davidson, Voltaire: a life, (New York: Pegasus Books, 2010), 3. 
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quality of his work.2 She was so impressed by a poem that the young Voltaire wrote that she left 
him 1,000 livres in her will to buy books and further his studies.3 Shortly thereafter, Voltaire’s 
poetic ability also gained the attention of the Dauphin. Specifically, he penned some lines on 
behalf of a retired soldier who desired the Dauphin’s charity.4 The poem, as Voltaire’s 
biographer remembers, so touched the Dauphin that it earned its author “grande célébrité.”5  
 Voltaire’s “grande célébrité” only increased into adulthood. The contacts that he made at 
Louis-le-Grand, who “came either from the nobility or from the most successful members of the 
upper ranks of the legal hierarchy, known as the noblesse de robe or robins,” included fellow 
students like the d’Argenson brothers and the duc de Richelieu who would all become influential 
in the French state, as well as men like the comte d’Argental and Pierre-Robert le Cornier de 
Cideville who would evolve into lifelong friends and become prolific pen pals.6 
 Despite the “grande célébrité” that he gained in lycée, Voltaire was still a budding 
intellectual at the time he left Louis-le-Grand in 1711. Seeing his son’s inclinations towards 
literature, Voltaire’s father, a successful Parisian lawyer-turned-tax-collector, wished to keep his 
son from what he perceived to be the decadent lifestyle of a man at court. Thus, M. Arouet took 
measures to ensure that Voltaire followed his footsteps by sending him to law school. Having 
done very well for himself financially, M. Arouet could afford to buy his son posts throughout 
the legal and governmental realms. He built his fortune from a young age—buying a law practice 
at the modest age of twenty-six.  He then sold the firm in 1696, when Voltaire was two years old, 
and used the funds to purchase a “more elegant position,” as Davidson describes “the post of 
                                                
2 Davidson, Voltaire, 2.  
3 Geoffrey Turnovsky, “The making of a name: a life of Voltaire,” in The Cambridge Companion to Voltaire, ed. 
Nicholas Cronk (Cambridge: 2009), 18 
4 Ibid, 18.  
5 Duvernet, La Vie de Voltaire, 21. 
6 Davidson, Voltaire, 5. 
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Receveur des Épices à la Chambre des Comptes,” or “tax collector on spices at the Court of 
Public Accounts."7 As his professional stature increased, Voltaire’s father gradually permeated 
the periphery of Paris’ elites—taking among his clients members of the storied Richelieu, Saint-
Simon, Villars, and Villeroy families.8  
 The success that Voltaire’s father achieved as a lawyer, however, did not entice the 
young Voltaire to continue studying law. In early 1713, Voltaire’s father sent him to Caen, 
Normandy, in the hopes that the provincial setting would help isolate Voltaire from the toxic 
social scene in Paris. To his father’s dismay, the Normandy sojourn only lasted a few months. By 
November, Voltaire’s father had procured a diplomatic post for his son as an attaché to the 
Marquis de Châteauneuf at The Hague. Yet, Voltaire soon started courting Olympe “Pimpette” 
Dunoyer, the daughter of Mme. Dunoyer who was a politically well-connected French protestant 
refugee. This relationship undermined Voltaire’s diplomatic position; he was recalled to Paris 
less than two months after his arrival.9  
 Voltaire’s father persisted in his efforts to dictate his son’s career path. Once Voltaire 
returned from The Hague, his father contracted him to a Parisian lawyer. This did not last long. 
Although both Voltaire and his father enjoyed the milieu of salons and of the highly intellectual 
company that each man kept—relishing the conversation and settings that evoked de Troy’s A 
Reading of Molière or perhaps Lemonnier’s rendering of Madame Geoffrin’s Salon in 1755—his 
father saw the lifestyle of a man of letters, one into which his son was slipping among the 
company he kept during law school, to be dangerously polemical. Amid the extravagant, 
symposium-like feasts and other elements that denoted the lavish lifestyle of a man of letters, his 
father recognized the threats to a respectable public life. As Ballantyne has elucidated, Voltaire’s 
                                                
7 Davidson, Voltaire, 2. 
8 Ibid, 2.  
9 Ballantyne, Voltaire, 6.  
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father “knew what misery had been the end of some of the greatest literary names that 
contributed to the glory of Louis XIV; he knew how often a keen couplet, or an irresistible but 
poisoned epigram had been the signal for exile or the Bastille.” He simply could not understand 
what propelled his son to pursue a “career so full of risk and danger.”10  
 Ultimately, Voltaire disappointed his father. The alluring lifestyle of the gens de lettres of 
which he had seen glimpses at Louis-le-Grand and during his legal studies in early-Regency 
Paris won him over. The potential to fashion a career with his pen and augment his célébrité with 
his works beckoned Voltaire to a life of letters. One of his earliest works, a satire in which he 
criticized the Duc d’Orléans and compared him to Oedipus (suggesting that he was guilty of 
incestuous relations with daughter) led to his arrest. Although he spent eleven months in the 
Bastille—residing there from May 1717 to April 1718—he emerged with the same zeal for 
writing. 11 When he was released, he had finished his play Œdipe, which began performances at 
the Comédie Française in November and ran for an impressive 45 consecutive shows.12 This feat 
alone earned him a pension of 1,200 livres from the Regent.13 Thus, at the dawn of the 1720s, 
Voltaire distinguished himself as a force to be reckoned with on the Parisian stage. Having tasted 
critical acclaim, Voltaire resolved to devote himself to writing and brokering relationships that 
would advance both his material comforts and the scope of his célébrité—ascending the ranks of 
society toward a new class, one in which he did not have a birth-right.  
Rohan Incident and Exile 
 Darkness had fallen on the streets of Paris during a December evening in 1725. Roughly 
a century prior to Napoleon commissioning the Arc de Triomphe, and over 150 years before the 
                                                
10 Ballantyne, Voltaire, 5.  
11 Davidson, Voltaire, 20-21.  
12 Turnovsky, “The making of a name,” 19.  
13 Ibid, 19. 
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opening of the Eiffel Tower, the city’s skyline stood absent its imposing, modern landmarks. 
However, that evening, the comfort of an opera house’s opulently patterned walls and velvet-
upholstered seats sufficed to shelter members of Paris’ upper-echelons from the early-winter air. 
Among these aristocrats and bourgeois sat our protagonist who had been calling himself by his 
nom de plume for the past seven years.14 His escalating reputation had recently granted him 
access to some of the city’s most elite salons, connecting him with Paris’ eminent women or 
salonnières. While we do not know what, if any, prior contact the two had, the fact remains that 
this very evening, Voltaire and a nobleman, the Chévalier de Rohan, crossed paths.  
 Overhearing an exchange in which Voltaire was likely pontificating upon some 
philosophical inquiry or a question of literary style, subjects that typified the young flâneur’s 
conversation, de Rohan interjected his portly frame and furrowed, Gallic brow. Incensed by the 
authority with which Voltaire spoke, and perhaps also by his presence among members of a class 
to whom he did not belong by birth, de Rohan began to question Voltaire’s name.15 The latter did 
not take the bait; instead, he ignored the nobleman and averted both verbal and physical conflict 
until the two met three months later.  
 At the time of their second meeting, Voltaire stood with his friend, the renowned actress 
Mademoiselle Lecouvrer, by his side. Again faced with Rohan’s humiliating attacks on his 
heredity, Voltaire wasted no time in unleashing one of his patent, scathing witticisms. Although 
a verbatim account of Voltaire’s exact retort disappeared from the historical record, the exchange 
caused each man to reach for his rapier. Mme. Lecouvrer, who fainted, nevertheless proved to be 
the incident’s only casualty.16   
                                                
14 Davidson, Voltaire, 2.  
15 Ballantyne, Voltaire, 14. 
16 Ballantyne, Voltaire, 14.  
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 Humiliated by their second meeting, de Rohan quickly devised a scheme to avenge his 
honor. While Voltaire dined with the Duc de Sully, filling his plate with what one can imagine 
were samples from an elegant spread of rich French ragouts and other morsels endowed with 
pungent garlic seasonings, his meal was suddenly interrupted by a knock on the door. A servant 
delivered him a message that invited his “charity,” luring him to a carriage waiting outside. As 
soon as he arrived at its side, hooligans hired by Rohan proceeded to beat him as the nobleman 
looked on from his own carriage.17 What followed would ultimately cast Voltaire out of the land 
he called home.  
 Learning of this second encounter between the two short-fused young men, a police 
lieutenant issued a preemptory lettre de cachet for Voltaire’s arrest.18 Offending a nobleman’s 
name and honor was considered a criminal offense. Following a few weeks of training outside 
Paris with a fencing instructor, Voltaire returned ready to kill de Rohan. However, he and de 
Rohan never came to blows—Voltaire’s arrest at the appointed hour of the parry, the early 
morning of April 17, 1726, landed him in the Bastille. Furnished with pen, paper, and other 
material comforts otherwise withheld from prisoners, Voltaire received excellent treatment 
within the foul, scurvy-ridden prison for the duration of his three-week stay. After having passed 
eleven months there a decade prior, Voltaire wished to spend his political imprisonment 
elsewhere, even if that meant fleeing his homeland altogether.19 With this resolve, Voltaire 
requested, and was granted, passage to London via Rouen. Seven years later—and four years 
after his return from exile—Voltaire published Letters Concerning the English Nation.  
                                                
17 Ibid, 13. 
18 Ibid, 14-16.  
19 Voltaire was arrested and thrown in the Bastille in May 1717 for writing a satirical piece against the Regent. He 
spent eleven months in the Bastille, “treated,” as Ballantyne describes, “with the mildness and consideration always 
shown to men of letters whose offences were not of too serious a kind.”  Ballantyne, Voltaire, 10. 
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Chapter 1 
A Contemporary Other: Voltaire’s Presentation of Englishness in 
his Letters Concerning the English Nation 
  
 In his Cult of the Nation in France, David Bell artfully traces the emergence and 
coexistence of anglomania and virulent strains of anti-English thought in France during the mid-
18th century.20 Although prolonged wars with the English caused the image of the English 
barbarian to dominate French comparative thought around the time Voltaire published his Letters 
Concerning the English Nation (1733), Bell notes that “the heavy legacy of Anglomania and 
cosmopolitanism did not dissipate so easily; it persisted throughout the reign of Louis XVI.”21 
Thus, Voltaire’s exile to England (1726–1729) occurred as French currents of anglomania were 
strengthening. Not only did he spend two-and-a-half years among England’s most prominent 
courtiers, politicians, and artists—spanning parts of George I and George II’s reigns—but the 
events that prompted his exile alerted him to the toxic social climate among France’s elites. As 
Geoffrey Turnovsky has elucidated, exile alerted Voltaire “to the disdain that [French] aristocrats 
really felt towards gens de lettres, and…[helped him] see the illusory nature of his early social 
ascendancy.”22 An ascendancy fueled by a fecund mind rather than material wealth, Voltaire’s 
meteoric social rise alienated members of the élites and noblesse, like the Chevalier de Rohan, 
by threatening the exclusivity of their established social caste.   
                                                
20 David A. Bell, The Cult of the Nation in France: Inventing Nationalism, 1680-1800 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2001), 92. 
21 Ibid, 97. 
22 Geoffrey Turnovsky, "The making of a name: a life of Voltaire," in The Cambridge Companion to Voltaire, ed. 
Nicholas Cronk (n.p.: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 19. 
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 After his exile Voltaire penned Letters Concerning the English Nation, a work in which 
he delivered a scathing sociopolitical critique against the French monarchy. In Letters, Voltaire 
employed a relatively novel rhetorical strategy—portraying the superiority of an “Other,” or non-
French nation, to critique the institutions and attitudes of his own. He transmitted generally 
positive observations about numerous elements of the English political and societal apparatus. 
Building off other philosophes’ previous representations of others, he published in the decade 
after Montesquieu’s Lettres Persanes (1721) and Defoe’s A tour thro' the whole island of Great 
Britain (1724–1727). Consequently, like Bell and Cronk’s recent publications, analyses of how 
philosophes navigated the strict state controls on speech and the press during the pre-
Revolutionary years are integral to contextualizing and understanding the emergence of the new 
depictions of otherness that we see with Voltaire’s Letters. As the aforementioned scholars have 
deftly explained, these renderings contributed to the construction of French nationalism and to 
the formulation of a distinct, French national identity on the increasingly multinational world 
stage. Voltaire’s Letters signified a shift in conceptualizations of the French nation and offered a 
new means of comparison between France and other Western cultures.  
 Addressing English artistic, political, religious, and commercial mores, as well as the 
roles and legacies of some of England’s most eminent minds like Bacon and Newton, Voltaire 
sang England’s highest praises in Letters. However, he did not seek to kindle the fire of French 
anglomania as much as he wanted to call France’s upper classes, its politically and socially 
powerful élites, to action. As Turnovsky emphasizes, Voltaire wrote for a French audience; he 
targeted “a more rarefied, educated network of princes, nobles, wealthy bourgeois and 
intellectuals—this public also comprised a self-consciously progressive and enlightened elite.” 23  
                                                
23 Turnovsky, “The making of a name,” 27. 
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 Before his audience could engage with or react to the Letters, Voltaire first had to 
navigate the complex web of censorship in pre-Revolutionary France. In their respective works, 
Arlette Farge and Robert Darnton comprehensively address this political and literary obstacle 
course.24 As Darnton claims, Voltaire “sought to seize command of public opinion…to do 
battle—to change minds, reform institutions, and avenge slurs—not merely to philosophize in 
peace. For [Voltaire and other philosophes],” Darnton further observes, the “Enlightenment was 
a struggle to spread light. And so they needed literary agents, popularizers, polemicists, 
journalists, and ‘ideological carriers’”—whether these were aspiring intellectuals from Grub 
Street or provincial publishers—to help them disseminate their ideas.25 Additionally, Nicholas 
Cronk has stressed that when Voltaire first published Letters, “Censorship…was unpredictably 
bureaucratic and came in various forms, from the Church, from the government and from the 
Parlement.”26 He has also detailed how Voltaire’s Letters proved a “notorious example… [of] 
censorship by the Parlement de Paris,” which condemned the work to be burned in June 1734.27 
 Aside from Letters’ complex transnational publishing history, the unorthodox way in 
which Voltaire presented criticism of and expressed discontent with French traditions and 
sociopolitical institutions merits more attention. He couched his dissent from elements of French 
politics, religion, and cultural traditions in almost uniformly positive depictions of the English. 
Until Voltaire’s Letters, writing in this genre had been characterized by predominantly negative 
portrayals of the non-Europeans. Before Voltaire, European writers like Fénélon employed 
imagery that depicted non-French peoples as barbaric (Télémaque, 1699). François de La 
                                                
24 Robert Darnton, The Literary Underground of the Old Regime (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982); 
Arlette Farge, Subversive Words: Public Opinion in Eighteenth-Century France, trans. Rosemary Morris (n.p.: Penn 
State University Press, 1995). 
25 Ibid, 112. 
26 Nicholas Cronk, "Voltaire and authorship," in The Cambridge Companion to Voltaire, ed. Nicholas Cronk (n.p.: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 35. 
27 Ibid, 35. 
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Boullaye-Le Gouz employed similar imagery to depict non-European cultures in his renowned 
travel narrative (Voyages et observations, 1653). These accounts featured similar portrayals that 
depended upon both implicitly and explicitly-levied critiques of rampant incivility in foreign 
nations. Accordingly, their rhetorical effectiveness hinged on the use of an other painted as 
inferior, and neither author sought to reform the native land nor considered their country’s 
standing in direct relation to other European states.28 
 However, unlike these previous authors, Voltaire designed his text to present the virtue of 
the English as superior to that of the French. To achieve the internal reform and national progress 
that he desired, he painted the English as living considerably freer and better lives than the 
French. Therefore, as John Leigh points out, Voltaire’s accounts of the English had a tenuous 
relationship with reality; “he mythologized the situation in England [and] was prepared to 
exaggerate English religious freedoms in order to make the French feel all the more keenly their 
own shackles.”29 As a result, we see how Voltaire was not concerned so much with reporting the 
truths of England and its institutions, but rather with providing a counterexample against which 
he could juxtapose what he perceived to be French institutional inefficiencies and systemic 
injustices.   
 Voltaire expressed respect for certain elements of French culture alongside his critiques. 
While these concessions demonstrated the nuances of Voltaire’s opinions, they were also 
strategic. He recognized the need to include such material to mollify his more vituperative 
comments against French institutions. As Cronk has perceptively observed, the few concessions 
                                                
28 “If representations of savage Americans and Africans figured centrally in the invention of the idea of the civilized 
European, they also provided a radical standard of alien and primitive behavior (of otherness) that could be used as 
political necessity dictated, to measure other European peoples against, thereby contributing to the construction of a 
new, and more specifically national, self-image.” Bell, Cult of the Nation, 95. 
29 John Leigh, "Voltaire and the myth of England," in The Cambridge Companion to Voltaire, ed. Nicholas Cronk 
(n.p.: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 83. 
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that Voltaire made “allowed [his] French reader to feel superior to at least some aspects of 
English civilization.” 30 What’s more, Voltaire’s rhetorical decision to include opinions at odds 
with one another might have left his audience “more inclined to engage with the narrator in 
complicit criticism of French religion, politics, philosophy, and science.”31 Success for Voltaire 
included reforming those institutions that he targeted—the first step of this process was to get his 
audience to entertain and intellectually engage with the criticisms that he supplied in Letters. 
 
The Arts 
 As Voltaire sought to reform multiple facets of French culture and the French nation, he 
used his Letters to identify and address individual attitudes or institutions that he thought needed 
to be modified. Among the first attitudes that he confronted was France’s complacency for the 
arts and its lackluster treatment of gens de lettres. Frustrated with the contempt that he thought 
his countrymen had for the arts, he illustrated the benefits that he thought France could create by 
simply changing its collective perception of the arts. He cited examples of exceptional English 
writers and artists to make the French appear foolish for their relative inertia toward the arts. He 
contended that while the French noblesse commissioned the arts, few noblemen actually 
produced or patronized art in the same way as members of the English nobility. One quality of 
the English sociopolitical structure that Voltaire came to treasure during his exile, as John 
Collins suggests, was that the English nobility and aristocrats were, in contrast to their French 
equivalents, often “eager candidates for literary and scientific distinction,” patronizing art and 
                                                
30 Voltaire, Letters Concerning the English Nation, ed. Nicholas Cronk, Oxford World's Classics (Oxford, UK: 
Oxford University, 2009), xx. 
31 Ibid, xx. 
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even creating some of their own.32 Additionally, as Collins intimates, “nothing impressed 
[Voltaire] so deeply as the homage paid, and paid by all classes, to intellectual eminence.”33 
Although the French revered Racine, Corneille, and other symbols of their rich literary heritage, 
Voltaire thought that they did not sufficiently encourage intellectual activity in the modern day. 
Moreover, he saw the Académie Française as intellectually insulating and as inhibiting its 
members rather than enriching the contemporary culture. He envisioned a France where, like 
England, intellectuals held public roles as opposed to gathering dust and atrophying in the 
Académie Française.  
 Voltaire thought that English aristocrats’ involvement in the arts prompted the nation’s 
artists and intellectuals to receive markedly better treatment than French gens de lettres. In exile, 
Voltaire “beheld a splendid and powerful aristocracy, not, as in Paris, standing contemptuously 
aloof from science and letters, but themselves not infrequently eager candidates for literary and 
scientific distinction.”34 He drew a stark contrast between this meritocratic English system and 
the one he knew in France. The power and influence of interpersonal connections mattered in 
England too; however, he used Letters to argue that English society was more desirable because 
it allowed aspiring gens de lettres the liberty to freely exercise and speak their minds without 
fear of political retribution. That the English rewarded and advanced men within their social 
ranks for the caliber of their ideas—not merely for their social connections—pleased Voltaire. 
He wished that the French would recognize and reward their intellectuals with as much public 
dignity and respect as the English did theirs.  
                                                
32 John Churton Collins. Voltaire, Montesquieu and Rousseau in England. (London, UK: Eveleigh Nash, Fawside 
House, 1908), 50. 
33 Ibid, 50. 
34 Ibid, 50. 
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 By invoking the success of Joseph Addison, Voltaire further delineated the divergence 
between the respective British and French attitudes toward public intellectualism and the arts. As 
Addison was both Voltaire’s contemporary and an English public intellectual, Voltaire likely 
identified with him on two levels. Firstly, both he and Addison were self-made in that each built 
his celebrity with his cunning and intellectual ability. Secondly, as Cronk perceptively notes, he 
admired Addison’s writing style, for he fashioned Letters in much the same style as Addison’s 
English periodical, Spectator.35 Remembering his own experience with censorship and 
publishing in France, Voltaire alluded to Addison’s literary career to emphasize the ability of 
Englishmen to accumulate both wealth and celebrity on their own accord. Addison’s example 
also helped Voltaire illustrate his point about the disparity between the French and English’s 
treatment of the arts and artists. Addison rose from relatively modest origins to the lofty position 
of Secretary of State; as Collins suggests, this rise hinged almost entirely on the popularity 
generated by the identity he had forged as a public intellectual.36 In this way, Voltaire admired 
the English for creating, and he admired Addison for exploiting, an intellectual environment that 
transcended the constraints of contemporary French institutions and attitudes.  
 He further manipulated Addison’s intellectual odyssey to underscore the rift in freedom 
of expression between France and England. Reinforcing the far-reaching role of the State in 
eighteenth-century France, Voltaire highlighted the crown’s heavy use of censors and contrasted 
this with the absence of state-sanctioned censorship in England. He declared, “It is true that in 
England [intellectual] merit finds other rewards that do the nation more honor…In France, Mr. 
Addison would have been a member of some Academy and might have obtained, through some 
                                                
35 N. Cronk, “Voltaire rencontre Monsieur le Spectateur: Addison et la genèse des Lettres anglaises’, in Voltaire en 
Europe: Hommage à Christiane Mervaud, ed. M. Delon and C. Seth (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2000), 13–21.  
36 Collins, Voltaire, 51. 
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woman’s influence, a pension of twelve hundred livres.” 37 Voltaire, despite being recognized for 
his intellectual merits, contended that he was an exception to the rule. Such recognition was 
seldom if ever attainable in early eighteenth-century France unless one had money or access to 
wealthy people. Had Addison been born French, Voltaire lamented, it is “more likely he would 
have got into trouble because [a censor] had noticed in…Cato certain remarks against the 
doorkeeper of some highly-placed person.” 38 Yet, as Voltaire reminded his audience, “In 
England [Addison] has been a Secretary of State.”39 He thus hinted that, by depriving its people 
the liberty to publish their own opinions (let alone access others’), the French monarchy 
impinged upon their political and economic freedoms. Defining the core tenets of the 
Enlightenment, these freedoms reinforced reason as a driving force of the national progress that 
Voltaire hoped France would achieve. Equally important, recognizing the value of 
intellectualism would make it possible to build a career as a public intellectual as Addison had 
done in England.  
 In all aspects of English upper-class life, Voltaire detected an awareness of and a respect 
for artistic ability and intellectual acumen. He noted, “What most encourages the arts in England 
is the consideration they enjoy.” Although he discerned “the portrait of the Prime Minister…over 
the mantelpiece of [many Englishmen’s main] room,” the real sign of “consideration” that 
Voltaire noticed was “Mr. Pope’s in a score of houses.” 40 Seeing Pope’s portrait occupy such a 
central space in English households cemented his perception that English institutions and 
traditions truly supported and cultivated the arts. Engaging with it both in person and on a 
theoretical level, Voltaire thus explored the idea of Englishness and the political benefits that the 
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nationality afforded to learned men, contrasting them with the ostensible, de jure freedoms that 
rang hollow in France. Idealizing the English other helped Voltaire vocalize his misgivings about 
French cultural life, and it also furnished him with a mechanism to introduce what he deemed a 
superior model.  
 Unlike their French counterparts in the Académie Française, Voltaire did not think that 
English gens de lettres existed within a vacuum. He endeavored to show this by depicting the 
national celebrity that the English had historically afforded to their public intellectuals like 
Bacon or Newton and that which they presently conferred on the literary titans of the day like 
Addison, Pope, and Swift. Had these great Englishman been French, Voltaire worried that 
neither the French state nor society would recognize, let alone contextualize, the significance of 
their accomplishments. As a nation, France esteemed neither intellectual virtue nor creative merit 
at the level that Voltaire believed they should. Voltaire mused that “the English have even been 
reproached for going too far in the honors they award to mere merit.” He continued to question 
how “they have been criticized for burying in Westminster Abbey the famous actress Mrs. 
Oldfield with nearly the same honors that were paid to Newton.”41 He thought artistic ability just 
as worthy of institutional respect as literary and scientific prowess. The fact that France did not 
treat its actresses, like his friend and on-stage standout Adrienne Lecouvreur, with the same 
respect as England did its Mrs. Oldfield offended Voltaire. To him, a country’s treatment of the 
arts reflected the values upon which its laws and institutions were built. He feared that France—
amid the increasingly liberal literary climate of Enlightenment Europe, and especially in a direct 
comparison with its cross-Channel foe—would soon be seen as particularly inimical to both free 
speech and the arts. Demonstrating the esteem that the English had for the arts amplified his call 
for the French to modify their collective attitudes toward them.  
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 As the young Voltaire spoke of the theatre, he did so not only as an observer, but also as 
an artist himself. Voltaire began his prolific literary career as a playwright; his first play, 
Œdipus, earned him fame and brought him to the court’s attention. He packed criticism of the 
Church’s role in French politics and society into his remake of Sophocles’ masterpiece. As his 
Jocasta notes in Act IV, “our priests are not what the foolish people imagine; their wisdom is 
based solely on our credulity.”42 He thus linked the authority that the French government and 
society gave to the Church to what he interpreted as the general French failure to recognize and 
reward intellectual ability. He contended that if the French engaged with those whom he viewed 
as spiritual leaders of the Enlightenment instead of allowing themselves to be manipulated by the 
seemingly omnipotent Church, then they would enjoy more political and economic benefits. In 
short, he wanted his countrymen to abandon and replace the men of the cloth, men who held 
such a stranglehold over their hearts and minds, with figures like scientists, philosophers, writers, 
and other men of letters—Descartes, Bacon, and Newton, for example—true Apostles of Reason.   
 
Religion 
 As Voltaire invoked England’s national reverence for its gens de lettres in the hopes that 
France would award similar consideration to its intellectuals, he also used English examples to 
advocate religious diversity and plant the seeds of doubt in Frenchmen’s previously unwavering 
deference to figures of religious authority. For example, he praised England for its religious 
diversity, endearingly terming it “the land of sects.” 43 By Voltaire’s estimation, “an Englishman, 
as a free man, goes to Heaven by whatever route he likes.”44 Having lived through the Jansenist 
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controversy and observed the fallout from the 1713 papal Bull, Ugenitus, Voltaire knew full well 
the effects of legalistic enforcement of Catholicism in France.45 With this in mind as he went to 
England, Voltaire became keenly aware of the plurality of faiths that existed there. His 
experience of religious freedom and toleration in England inspired him to write extensively on 
these topics later in his literary career.46 
 The religious observations that he made in Letters rested upon his appeal to English 
excellence and virtue. He used such images to reiterate his characterization of France as a land 
barren of intellectual opportunity. Furthermore, he wed England’s religious diversity and 
tolerance to its scientific and political progress to intimate that France’s stringent, state-
sanctioned religiosity stifled its people’s ability to think freely and develop empirical 
explanations of the natural world. He mused, “The superstitious… say that those who suspect 
that one can think with the body alone should be burnt for the good of their souls. But what 
would they say,” he wondered, “if it were themselves who were guilty of irreligion?”47 Thus, 
Voltaire implied that some of France’s most outwardly religious figures—clergy and noblemen 
alike—were actually its most virulently impious and immoral.   
 On his crusade to protect and advance a culture of unfettered literary and philosophical 
thought, Voltaire used Letters to anticipate and address critiques from French figures of political 
and religious authority. He wrote: 
“Philosophers will never form a religious sect. Why? Because they do not write for people and are devoid 
of emotional fire…It is not Montaigne, nor Locke, nor Bayle, nor Spinoza, nor Hobbes…who have carried 
the torch of discord into their countries; it is in the main the theologians who, having begun by aiming at 
being heads of a sect, soon aimed at being heads of a party. Indeed, all the books of the modern 
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philosophers put together will never make as much noise in the world as a simple dispute made some time 
ago among the Franciscans about the cut of their sleeves and cowls.”48  
 
He asserted that the scrutiny of the French government was misplaced; instead of questioning 
philosophes, he argued that the French state should be scrutinizing the nation’s clergy. Voltaire 
thought that it was clergymen—not the secular philosophes—who abused their power and 
platforms. He contended that clergymen were still human and, as such, susceptible to ambition 
and lust for power. Moreover, his hyperbolic suggestion that all the “books of the modern 
philosophers put together” could not cause as large a disruption as a “simple dispute…among the 
Franciscans” reiterated this belief. As Voltaire imagined them, philosophers and their works 
were benign forces that wanted neither to disrupt nor overpower any source of authority, but 
rather acquire more knowledge and understanding of the natural world. He therefore hoped that 
the French government and people would grant more freedoms to gens de lettres, like himself, 
who merely sought to expand modern knowledge of the human condition, not tear down 
sociopolitical and religous structures. 
 Voltaire did not confine his criticisms to generalizations; he used a lengthy letter, entitled 
“On Pascal’s Pensées,” to incrementally refute the core tenets of Pascal’s theology. Pensées had 
evolved into a popular Jansenist tract and was quite popular in France during the early eighteenth 
century, but Voltaire was not content to accept what Coleman has rightly termed “[Pascal’s] 
unjustifiably pessimistic account of the human condition.”49 Challenging such a formidable 
work, one whose ideas despite their Jansenist tenor were extraordinarily well received by the 
members of France’s upper classes because they provided an apology for Christianity, 
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principally posed a threat to Voltaire’s safety. 50 It also demonstrated the boldness with which he 
addressed religious and metaphysical questions—doing so head on in an English fashion. The 
scholar Robert Desné has suggested that while the letter did not use the same literal depictions of 
the English “Other” that Voltaire employed throughout the first twenty-four letters, it did harness 
a tone that mirrored the bold, renegade ideas Voltaire encountered during his exile.51 In this vein, 
Voltaire used the spirit of the English to deride and challenge French religious authority—
developing an even more nuanced relationship with the “Other” in his quest to increase religious 
tolerance in France.  
 
Politics 
 Voltaire held that England’s political institutions formed the foundations for its political 
freedoms, thus implying that France would first need to reform its equivalent institutions if it 
were to enjoy the same freedoms.52 Citing the auxiliary cultural benefits conferred by the English 
political system, he hoped to import the traditions that made England a land of political and 
intellectual freedom. He wanted to initiate reforms within the French monarchy that would allow 
the same political freedoms to thrive in France. He wrote, “The English nation is the only one on 
earth which has succeeded in controlling the power of kings by resisting them and has 
established this wise system of government in which the prince…has his hands tied for doing 
evil.”53 While America’s later revolutionaries and many of England’s own citizens would not 
likely have agreed with Voltaire’s evaluation of their country, his comments attest to the 
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rhetorical liberties he took in manipulating his depictions of the English “other” and its value 
system.  
 As Voltaire saw them, English political institutions coalesced in a system where “the 
aristocrats are great without arrogance and…[where] the people share in the government without 
confusion.”54 Here, he again called attention to the disparity in political liberties that the English 
enjoyed over the French. Whereas he believed that the English had at least some meaningful 
form of legislative self-governance in their Parliament, Voltaire did not acknowledge any such 
recourse from the constraints of absolutism in France. Antithetical to England, France’s crown 
controlled or sought to control most aspects of political, economic, and social life. Farge clarifies 
the typical French outlook during the pre-Revolutionary period, as she explains that most citizens 
“divided their thoughts between two antagonistic universes: their own, and that of the monarch, 
that spectacular universe which was supposed to regulate their own.”55 Her scholarship 
summarizes the repression of various dissenters throughout the reigns of Louis XV and Louis 
XVI, as well as the punishments they ultimately received or, in some cases, managed to avoid.56 
The landscape that emerges from her work shows the dangers to which Voltaire subjected 
himself by verbalizing his unorthodox, critical claims about France. 
 Voltaire believed that more incremental, piece-meal reforms needed to anticipate true 
political freedoms in France. He therefore suggested liberalizing the system of Parlements, 
especially the Parlement de Paris, rather than simply enlightening the monarchy.57 The 
Parlement de Paris, as Alfred Cobban describes it, “though no more in fact than a small, selfish, 
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proud and venal oligarchy, regarded itself, and was regarded by public opinion, as the guardian 
of the constitutional liberties of France.”58 Voltaire took issue with the fact that some Frenchmen 
believed any State organ actively worked to protect citizens' liberties—especially when l’infâme 
permeated all levels of French sociopolitical structures. Subsequently, he thought that drawing 
his audience’s attention to the efficiency and relative democratization of the English Parliament 
would help them realize how their equivalent Parlement and national system of Parlements were 
lacking. As he saw them, neither France’s Parlements nor its monarchy guaranteed any 
semblance of constitutional rights, so he wanted to institute rational and rights-oriented reforms.  
 Moreover, Voltaire disapproved of the hypocrisy in French opinion that colored the 
political attitudes toward the English. “What the French reproach the English for most of all is 
the execution of Charles I, who” as Voltaire noted, “was treated by the victors as he would have 
treated them if he had won.”59 With this salient observation, Voltaire alerted his audience to how 
France’s adherence to absolute monarchy informed a set of hypocritical beliefs. Of course, it was 
logical for Voltaire to conclude that the French would reproach the English for deposing Charles 
I, as the success of a popular uprising in a nearby land might inspire the French people and 
threatened the very stability of the French power structure. In addition to destabilizing 
monarchical power, Voltaire argued that the French would reproach the English for permitting a 
Protestant to sit on the throne in the first place—echoing the storied religious tensions in France 
between Huguenots and Catholics, which assumed a different tenor in his time with an intra-
Catholic theological feud between Janseninsts and Jesuits. Charly Coleman stresses that this feud 
shaped both the religious and political institutions during the French Enlightenment.60 
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Furthermore, with this observation about French anti-Protestantism, Voltaire tapped into the 
French monarchy’s anxiety about rebellion, which inspired its strict policies on sedition.61  
 He further employed the concept of Englishness to supply an antithesis to the political 
repression that he observed in France. His claim that the French monarchy maintained a 
stranglehold on freedom of speech constituted one of his Letters’ central arguments. He 
discerned, “What becomes a revolution in England is only a sedition in other countries.”62 
Voltaire saw revolution in France—and, more broadly, any plausible effort at changing the 
contemporary French regime’s status quo—as impossible. He thought that France lacked the 
necessary channels to disseminate and publicize ideas that challenged the opinions of those in 
authority.  Here again, Voltaire’s portrayal of England required a partly imagined “Other” to be 
rendered effective. Such depictions proved doubly efficient, for they helped him circumvent 
another imprisonment or the physical harm that typically befell those who published explicitly 
critical attacks on the monarchy. As Farge notes, Voltaire disseminated opinions that drew “the 
populace into hazardous conjectures that threatened the stability of the monarchy.”63 Neglecting 
to specify whom he meant when he referred to “other countries,” Voltaire deflected and perhaps 
avoided backlash that he would have engendered by identifying France as the object of his 
critique. 
Commerce  
 Voltaire saw the political and religious freedoms among the English as catalysts of their 
thriving economy. In this way, commerce assumed a moral dynamic for him—its healthy, robust 
economy signaled political and religious tolerance. He alluded to his desire for France to modify 
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its collective perception of commerce by lauding the status that commercial activity enjoyed in 
England. He linked both the freedom to earn an honest living by trade and the respect afforded to 
self-made men to Addison’s rise, asserting that each was fundamental to English prosperity. 
Contrasting England with contemporary French society, he demonstrated the disproportionate 
influence that money had in France. For Voltaire, the problem was not that wealth was 
concentrated among the upper-echelons of French society; unlike Rousseau, he was not 
interested in disrupting the social order or fragmenting the noblesse. Rather, he wanted 
aristocrats to mobilize for cultural and political reform instead of safeguarding their own capital. 
For, as Bell explains, Voltaire saw an obligation to advance the nation and patrie. Although 
money bought titles that translated into influence at court—something to which Voltaire alluded 
as he mused, “anyone is [a] Marquis who wants to be”—he did not take issue with the wealthy 
for their privileged condition; he was wealthy in his own right. 64 However, in contrast to other 
élites, Voltaire saw himself employing both his intellectual and financial resources to contribute 
to the progress of the nation. As a result, he took issue with élites who were reticent to mobilize 
their wealth and assist with the development of a French commercial economy. Chiding such 
individuals, he remarked, “Whoever arrives in Paris with money to spend and a name ending in -
ac or –ille, can say: ‘a man like me, a man of my standing’, and loftily despise a business 
man.”65 He sketched the pervasiveness of such negative, condescending attitudes toward 
business in an effort to show his French audience just how little their society appreciated the 
value of commerce, an increasingly powerful force for political and social development in the 
Eighteenth Century. In his Letters, Voltaire admonished France’s upper classes for guarding their 
inherited titles and fortunes rather than for using them to forge a stronger economy. By stressing 
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the role of commerce in shaping the thriving economy of Hanoverian England, he sought to 
heighten the credibility of commercial activity in France.  
 The relationship between economic and political freedom that Voltaire described in 
England was mutualistic—each was vital for the development of the other. He distilled his belief 
that  “Commerce…has helped to make [the English] free, and this freedom in turn has extended 
commerce, and that has made the greatness of the nation.”66 Beyond creating a respected sphere 
for commercial activity, he wanted to bring to France the same freedoms that he saw propelling 
the English economy. Leigh underscores how Voltaire believed the English “celebrate the 
mysterious collusion between national character, political freedom and philosophical insights.” 67 
Moreover, he notes, “It is Voltaire’s conviction that intellectual development and liberty form an 
interdependent and mutually encouraging pair of qualities.”68 Thus, Voltaire stressed the 
interdependence of English political and economic systems to warn his French audiences of the 
need to ameliorate French attitudes toward society.  
 He believed that once commerce achieved an equal station in France with that which it 
held in England, France would liberalize its sociopolitical and religious institutions. Unlike 
Rousseau might have hoped, Voltaire was not concerned with deconstructing the power of the 
noblesse or modifying the structure of the regime. Instead, he intended to liberalize France and 
diminish the crown’s suffocating controls on speech; commerce was one means to this end. 
Victory for Voltaire meant bringing a stop to censorship and other practices that prevented 
French citizens from enjoying the same freedoms as the English.  
 Moreover, as Voltaire deepened his exploration of the English economy, he also 
expanded the discussion of commerce’s moral component; he posited that strong private business 
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activity enhanced a nation’s standing on the increasingly global stage. Considering the utility of 
the inherited wealth of the noblesse in contrast to the self-made fortunes of English businessmen, 
he exclaimed, “Yet I wonder which is the more useful to a nation, a well-powdered nobleman 
who knows exactly at what minute the King gets up and goes to bed…or a business man who 
enriches his country…and contributes to the well-being of the world?”69 Not only did he intimate 
that the activities of businessmen were more virtuous than those of court-dwelling noblemen, but 
he also suggested that such actions advanced the broader Enlightenment conception of progress 
within a Republic of Letters. The priorities of men born into wealth—keeping themselves “well-
powdered” and knowing “exactly and what minute the King gets up and goes to bed”—did not 
have any redemptive moral value to Voltaire because they did not contribute to the wellbeing of 
the nation.70 If nobles charged themselves with leading meaningful lives that “[contributed] to 
the well-being of the world” instead of preoccupying themselves with their appearances and the 
trivialities of court life, then, he reasoned, France would more positively affect the world.  
  Voltaire’s view of the French economy was likely influenced by the economic debacle he 
observed in John Law’s “System,” which famously failed in 1720—six years before Voltaire’s 
exile to England. To say that the French economy had fallen upon tough times in the decade 
before his exile diminishes the scope of the calamity. The early years of Philippe II’s Regency 
were riddled with inflation and the innumerable consequences of Law’s disastrous System. As 
JH Shennan explains, “Law’s…idea…[was] to set up a state bank and establish a great 
commercial and industrial company which, in time, financed by the bank, would take over the 
management of the state’s commerce and industry.”71 Law’s bank, the Banque Générale Privée, 
was warmly received when it opened in early 1716. The ensuing evolution of the Banque, which 
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grew to oversee all trade and investments in the French territory of Mississippi, thrust Law into 
the role of France’s Financial Minister.72 Speculation about French economic ventures in 
Mississippi, as well as an increase in the distribution of paper specie, led to the “Mississippi 
Bubble,” which burst in 1720 and triggered panic and economic ruin among French investors.73  
 Interestingly, during the Regency, French government officials routinely consulted other 
nations’ practices when formulating French policy. François Velde makes an interesting 
observation about French political culture in his description of Philippe II’s motivation for 
incorporating Law’s program. In particular, he outlines a trend for “the Regent [to invite]…new 
(and foreign) ideas that promised…a permanent solution to the problems that hobbled France’s 
ability to…project power on the European scene.” 74 With the attention that Voltaire afforded to 
the English economy and commercial activities, he hoped to move beyond the John Law fiasco 
and focus his countrymen’s attention on English institutions so that they could learn from and 
import the best aspects to France. Likewise, although “Some [French ministers] were suspicious 
of [foreign ideas,]…others kept informed about ‘best practices’ followed elsewhere in Europe 
and were willing to learn from them.”75 In the spirit of the Enlightenment, Voltaire yearned for 
France to look outside its borders to solve its economic woes and models for more efficient, 
rational commercial organization.  
 Beyond a thriving cultural exchange, Voltaire identified religious diversity as a primary 
factor of England’s economic vitality. He saw France’s economic woes as part of the larger 
issues of corruption and cultural provinciality that plagued the country’s political and religious 
institutions. “Go into the London Stock Exchange—a more respectable place than many a court,” 
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Voltaire beckoned his readers, “and you will see representatives from all nations gathered 
together for the utility of men.”76 Moreover, he elaborated that, on the floor of the Exchange,  
“Jew, Mohammedan and Christian deal with each other as though they were all of the same faith, 
and only apply the word infidel to people who go bankrupt.”77 In this way, commercialism and 
economic exchange superseded religious faith for Voltaire. He did not understand why the 
French government, which had welcomed the influence of a foreigner (Law) just a few years 
prior, was resistant to learning from English traditions that appeared well positioned to orient the 
French state toward progress.  
 Although Voltaire did not write elaborate theoretical treatises like Law, Smith, or other 
key Enlightenment economists, he did share the sentiment that liberty within and respect for 
markets (in France’s case, the respect for the existence of a free market) benefitted nations and 
would be integral to improving France’s standing within Europe. His portrayals in Letters 
certainly affirmed his lofty estimations of both religious diversity and freedom of the press as the 
chief contributors to English economic vitality.  
Conclusion  
 Voltaire’s exile precipitated his use of the English as an “other” with which he compared 
political, economic, and cultural life in France. His interactions with the English and, principally, 
his conception of English cultural, religious, commercial, and political superiority shaped the 
criticisms he levied against France’s institutions in Letters. However, as Voltaire’s interactions 
with the English developed, his methods evolved too—gaining another layer of complexity. As 
Leigh’s scholarship rightly notes, “Voltaire cannot be made to serve as the counterpart to any 
English author…[because] he contrives to remain a Frenchman even while he looks to England 
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for his self-definition.”78 The Englishness that he celebrated was, more than a rhetorical device 
instrumental to alerting his audience to his reform-oriented objectives, a signal that the English 
mode of thought had infected Voltaire and excited him to bring it to France.  
 The comparisons and contrasts that Voltaire drew between England and France in Letters 
Concerning the English nation thus yield a more nuanced conclusion about how he employed 
images of the “other.” While a cursory reading suggests that Voltaire wanted France to adopt 
English customs outright, this is almost assuredly not the case. He hoped focus his readers’ 
attention on the virtues of the English, virtues that he wanted to see his countrymen adopt and let 
guide the reform of their sociopolitical institutions. Focusing on the benefits of some English 
institutions and cultural values, Voltaire sought to identify certain ways in which the French 
could reform their national traditions and institutions and, perhaps, to develop a theory of 
national "interest" that would encourage French thinkers to consider which foreign practices 
might be imported to best serve French interests. In so doing, he presented veiled critiques of 
France that no domestic publisher would agree to print otherwise. Ultimately, incorporating 
depictions and images of the English enabled Voltaire to illustrate where France’s political, 
religious, and social institutions stood in relation to their international, Enlightenment-era 
counterparts.   
 Voltaire’s Letters on England is a notable work in that it marks more than a change in the 
genre. It denotes a shift away from depictions of non-European cultures to refocus the European 
lens on those who were considered to be from the same cultural stock. Although Bell paints a 
picture of Britain’s membership within Europe as examples of a tenuous European identity, it is 
significant that Voltaire considered England as an example for how his native France might 
move toward more moderate and tolerant social, political, religious, and economic institutions. 
                                                






























Chapter 2: Voltaire and the Historical Other: The Historical French 
and non-French Other as a Means of Imagining the French 
Monarchy and Advocating Change 
 
 As the nineteenth-century British literary critic John Morley wrote, “Voltaire left France 
a poet; he returned to it a sage.”79 In the years following his homecoming from England, Voltaire 
emerged as one of France’s foremost literary talents. Having planted seeds of subversion with his 
Letters, Voltaire continued to paint pictures of the freedoms and liberties that his fellow 
Frenchmen stood to enjoy, freedoms that existed just a few dozen miles from France’s 
northernmost shores. What differentiated Letters from the rest of Voltaire’s writings, and what 
has kept them at the front of cutting edge scholarship, is its presentation of the English as an 
“Other” to the French—the central rhetorical device in his innovative method of social critique. 
This chapter endeavors to show that Voltaire did not restrict this methodology of “Othering” to 
his writings about England. He also incorporated depictions of others into the histories that he 
wrote about non-European societies. Through his portrayal of the historical French and non-
French, alike, Voltaire sought to promote rationalism and sociopolitical liberalization in France 
as he had advocated in his Letters.  
 Voltaire embodied the Enlightenment’s commitment to reason and reforming institutions. 
As the specialist of eighteenth-century French literature Catherine Volphilac-Auger has 
elaborated, “Standing up against those who have been in authority for too long, Voltaire is not 
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the defender of the Philosophes; rather, he is the judge who condemns in the name of Reason.”80 
His versatility made him a transcendent literary figure, simultaneously a playwright, essayist, 
social critic, poet, and philosopher. Beyond the interests that led him to publish in these genres, 
Voltaire had a passion for history. This passion explains his early Essay upon the Civil Wars of 
France (1727) and the more ambitious work of universal history (the subject of the present 
analysis), Essai sur les mœurs et l’ésprit des nations (1756), which “quickly translated into 
English and other languages…was widely read across Europe and had a major influence on other 
great Enlightenment historians like Hume, Robertson and Gibbon.”81 The Essai’s translated title 
is An Essay on Universal History, the Manners and Spirit of Nations (1777).  
 Before he wrote the Essai, Voltaire spent several years away from Paris. The 1736 
publication of Voltaire’s epicurean poem, “Le Mondain,” added fuel to the flames of controversy 
that had enveloped him since he published Letters.82 He spent the remainder of the decade at the 
Cirey-sur-Blaise chateau of his lover, Émilie du Châtelet—a prolific scientist and natural 
philosopher in her own right— whom he found to be a tremendous intellectual sparring partner.83 
They often studied scientific theory and performed scientific experiments together.84 As Pierre 
Force has shrewdly observed, both the conventions of salon culture from which Voltaire 
emerged and his relationship with Émilie influenced his writing style. Force imagines that 
“Voltaire set the following challenge for himself: can you write modern history in a way that a 
very smart woman will like?”85 Additionally, readers can detect the succinctness of Voltaire’s 
prose in Histoire de Charles XII (1742), which he wrote while in the company of Émilie. He 
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continued writing prose in this direct, accessible style in subsequent works, including his 
universal history. 
 Voltaire used non-European and pre-modern cultures in the Essai in the same way that he 
used England in Letters: as an “other” with which to criticize France and advocate progress and 
reform. Unlike his previous allusions to England, those that he made in his Essai reflect a greater 
societal awareness of history in France and implored the French to look toward history—peoples 
like the Franks from whom they were descendant, and those to whom they thought they were 
superior like the Persians, Indians, and the Chinese—for instruction.  
 In his capacity as the historiographe du roi in 1745 and throughout his later histories like 
Essai, as Volpilhac-Auger has explained, “Voltaire was no simple champion of the French 
monarchy;” he examined the history of France through a deeply critical lens.86 Essai certainly 
attests to this critical focus and reflects the scrutiny that he gave France’s political, social, 
economic, and religious institutions in Letters. It also echoes his objective to identify where 
reason and progress had developed outside of France; however, instead of turning his attention to 
a contemporary other in the English, Voltaire examined the historical record of the previous 
millennium. As Bell has observed, the increasing availability of “travel writing, Jesuit Relations 
(accounts of missionary activity), newspapers, atlases, orientalist novels, and synthetic works of 
philosophy [in this period] all made the French familiar with a much larger range of human 
diversity than ever before.”87 As Voltaire cited examples of the non-French and often non-
European civilizations about which he learned through these new mediums, he engaged images 
of peoples whose institutions and societies he saw as embodying the Enlightenment-era concepts 
of rationality and progress that France had only begun to entertain. Sharing and framing these 
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anecdotes as he did in Essai, he hoped to inspire his audience to change their minds and, in turn, 
modify the equivalent institutions in France. He wanted these concepts to win out in France as he 
had portrayed them in lands that the standard Frenchman could not have imagined without the 
newly available sources of information.  
The Non-French Other 
The Chinese 
 In his Essai, Voltaire molded the Chinese to achieve his rhetorical purpose: underscoring 
the deficiencies he perceived within French sociopolitical institutions and affecting some cultural 
humility among the French. He first used images of the Chinese to achieve these goals by 
praising their legal system for its relationship to virtue, describing how “In other countries the 
laws inflict punishments on criminal actions,—in China they do more, they reward virtue.”88 
Voltaire thus echoed the argument he made in his Letters that a nation’s laws ought to reflect and 
reward virtue. He did not believe that France’s legal code or its political institutions were well 
positioned to cultivate le jardin of a virtuous citizenry, as he famously concluded Candide.89 
Further, Voltaire attested to the pervasiveness of virtue at all levels of Chinese society. In Essai, 
he detailed the Chinese network for rewarding charity and good works. Specifically, Voltaire 
recalled,  “If the fame of a generous and signal action is spread in a province, the mandarin is 
obliged to acquaint the emperor, who presently sends a badge of honor to the person who has so 
well deserved it.”90 Voltaire considered such actions to be paramount in terms of the 
functionality of a society. He thought that his fellow Frenchmen would be fortunate if their 
religious system could produce behavior oriented toward kindness and charity. “This morality, 
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and the submission to the laws, joined to the worship of a Supreme Being,” Voltaire opined, 
“constitute the religion of China, as professed by the emperor, and the men of literature.”91 In 
this way, Voltaire echoed the sentiment that he had professed in Letters—as Pope’s portrait hung 
idol-like over the mantelpieces of Englishman’s homes, he sensed that intellectuals and 
learnedness occupied an important, perhaps sacred, position in Chinese culture too.  
 Thus, incorporating “men of literature” into his discussion of Chinese religious practices, 
Voltaire hinted that successful national religious systems require the participation of political and 
intellectual authorities. Moreover, he intimated that if the French esteemed their king as the 
Chinese did their emperor, as “the first philosopher and first preacher in the empire,” or expected 
of him “edicts [that] are generally instructions and lessons of morality,” then France would be 
better off.92 With a collective, national attitude of respect for a benevolent emperor, Voltaire saw 
the Chinese as an enlightened other to whom the French should look for instruction. 
 Exposing the genuine piety of the Chinese in a foreign social system, albeit non-
Christian, Voltaire reflected his desire for a more enlightened and rational French society to 
expand its collective worldview. He lamented, “Nothing but inconsiderateness, for which we [the 
French] are remarkable in all our disputes, could have made us presume to treat [the Chinese] 
government as atheistical, most of whose edicts speak ‘of a Supreme Being.’”93 Again similar to 
the criticisms he brought against France in Letters, Voltaire rebuked French society for the 
apparent hypocrisy in its views of others. As he highlighted how the Chinese perceived their 
emperor as the “Father of nations recompensing and punishing with justice, who has established 
betwixt himself and man, a correspondence of prayers and benefits, of transgressions and 
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chastisements,” he sought to give his countrymen pause.94 Voltaire believed Chinese examples 
could help France in the increasingly interconnected commercial and political networks of 
modernity.  
 He bemoaned how “we have slandered the Chinese, merely because their metaphysics 
differ from ours.”95 Instead, “We ought rather to admire two virtues, by which they are 
distinguished, and which at the same time condemn the superstitions of the pagans, and the 
manners of Christians,” for, as Voltaire concluded, “the religion of the literati was never 
disgraced by fables, nor strained by quarrels and civil wars.”96 He now spoke self-effacingly as a 
Frenchman. Linking political strife and civil war directly to France’s flawed political and 
religious values, he thus distinguished his nation and other Catholic European states from the 
Chinese as inferior in certain regards. Not only did Voltaire admonish the French for harboring a 
hollow, ostentatious religiosity that he saw as responsible for the proliferation of such beliefs, but 
he also claimed that the Chinese had a true Republic of Letters. Alluding to their religion as the 
“religion of the literati,” he insinuated that literature and the arts permeated all levels of Chinese 
society and served as an integral part of their culture—hoping that his French audience would 
take his cues and begin to esteem the arts and literature in the same way the Chinese did.  
  Voltaire put the image of the Chinese in conversation with the French images and 
memory of Charlemagne (742–842) and Louis the Pious (778–840) as he mused, “If the laws of 
Europe had been founded on paternal authority, and if every mind had been penetrated with the 
necessity of filial respect, as the first of all duties, which, I have observed, is the case in China; 
the three children of the emperor… would not have revolted against their father.”97 Voltaire thus 
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relied upon idealized depictions of China to instruct France to consider the values and traditions 
of other cultures that they had previously eschewed or would not otherwise recognize.  
India 
 Turning his attention to India, Voltaire deepened his claim that non-Western nations 
maintained political and social institutions and traditions from which the French should learn. 
Despite his admission that “Western nations have… carried their gold and silver into India, and 
enriched that country,” Voltaire asserted that India “is so rich of itself.”98 Voltaire’s own 
imagination of a unique Indian richness is significant because he acknowledged that the people 
of India (who were on the cusp of being officially colonized by the British) had a “richness” or 
intrinsic value in their own history and culture.  
 Even though Voltaire esteemed laws as vital to the development of a nation, he held that 
a nation’s customs could exist separately from its laws. India, in his mind, exemplified this 
phenomenon. Appealing to India’s lengthy history, Voltaire expressed his belief that “having 
been in all ages a trading industrious nation, [India’s] civil polity must have been excellent.”99 
Moreover, he extolled “that country, to which Pythagoras had travelled for instruction,” as a 
place “governed by [the same] good laws, without which the arts are never cultivated.” Yet, he 
interjected, “mankind with good laws have ever been subject to foolish customs: that which 
made it a point of honor and religion [in India], for women to burn themselves upon the dead 
bodies of their husbands.”100 That Voltaire included India in his imagination of an enlightened 
“mankind” is very significant. It meant that he afforded a status of humanity, to India and its 
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people, a complex nation with scores of independent cultures that “civilized” European occupiers 
had often depicted as emergent from a lower level of humanity.  
Persia  
 In the next chapter of his Essai, Voltaire detailed the specific accomplishments of Persian 
intellectual, political and religious figures in contrast to European and French counterparts. For 
example, Voltaire noted how “The caliph Almamon caused a degree of the meridian to be 
measured…to determine the magnitude of the earth; an operation that was not performed in 
France till above nine hundred years after, in the reign of Louis XIV.”101 Here Voltaire relied 
upon the Persian counterexample to emphasize how France lagged behind other nations. 
Whereas Persia began embracing reason and science early in the previous millennium, France 
had only begun to entertain these concepts in the recent past, and Voltaire feared that they would 
not win out among the French as they had in Persia.  
 Voltaire’s accounts of other cultures certainly contributed to his reputation for being 
ostentatious in his prose and his personal style; however, even he recognized the utility and 
redeeming aspects of a national sense of humility. He therefore used cross-cultural comparisons 
in the Essai to situate the France of Louis XV as the neophyte that it was on the continuum of 
world history. Once he established and got his countrymen to appreciate the limited 
accomplishments of the French nation, as well as its place on the periphery of world history, 
Voltaire thought that France could progress. A respect for other nations’ sociopolitical 
institutions and cultural traditions—not so much an intrinsic appreciation as a respect for the 
enlightened and rational elements of civilization that they cultivated—was integral to his plan to 
effect substantive reform in France.  
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 In the same mode that laws affect the development of society and political culture, 
Voltaire linked the virtue of a nation to the aesthetic quality and nuance of its literature and 
artwork. He imagined poetry to be chief among Persia’s accomplishments and contributions to 
mankind. However, he clumped Persia together with Arab states in the region as he lauded its 
poetry. Voltaire pronounced, “An infallible proof of the superior genius of a nation, in regard to 
the polite arts, is the cultivation of true poetry… that bold, yet elegant taste which obtained in the 
reign of Augustus and which we have seen revived under [Louis] XIV.”102 He revered the forms 
of Near-eastern poetry, for they reminded him of the resuscitated ancient forms that he 
encountered in the contemporary French tradition, and he also respected their linguistic medium: 
Arabic. Voltaire observed, “The Arabic tongue had the advantage of being perfected a great 
while ago; it was ascertained before the time of Mahomet, and has not altered since.” Arabic’s 
long history mattered for Voltaire. Far predating French, Voltaire acknowledged that Arabic had 
a more illustrious history than his own and many other European languages. As he elaborated, of 
“the several jargons…spoken in Europe [when Arabic was created], there is not at present the 
least vestige.”103 The conclusion that Voltaire drew from this prescient observation was that 
France was still a new nation coming into its own.  He instructed his audience, “Which way 
forever we turn ourselves, we must own we were born but yesterday. We go beyond other 
nations in many respects; and, perhaps, because we came last.”104 In this way, Voltaire checked 
his countrymen’s imagination of French excellence, diversifying their perspective by reminding 
them that they were young within the context of world history.  
 Though France and other European nations were emerging centers of the modern arts and 
sciences as Voltaire wrote his Essai, he firmly believed that their leaders could learn from non-
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European historical and religious figures like the Prophet Muhammad. Comparing him to the 
Great Macedon, Voltaire asserted “[Mahomet] had besides the intrepidity of Alexander, his 
liberality, and that sobriety which Alexander wanted in order to render his character 
complete.”105 In this way, he did not just liken Muhammad to Alexander the Great—he claimed 
that Muhammad possessed a “sobriety which Alexander wanted,” a sobriety that distinguished 
him as a figure with greater, more honorable traits than Alexander. Voltaire thus hoped that his 
French audience would consider Muhammad and other figures—figures that they were prone to 
discount or overlook because of their non-European or non-Christian origins—to learn and 
improve themselves. 
 Regardless of nationality, Voltaire admired and idealized great figures from history like 
Muhammad and Charlemagne. While he might have still esteemed France and its European 
neighbors as superior to Asian or Near-Eastern cultures, he nonetheless admired these other 
cultures’ storied traditions and leadership that he saw as both safeguarding and inspiring virtue in 
sociopolitical institutions. As he extolled the Chinese for their treatment of the Emperor as “the 
first philosopher and first preacher” or praised Muhammad for his character traits and leadership 
ability, he made direct contrasts between these non-European and, more importantly, non-French 
actors and their French counterparts—providing a space for cross-cultural analysis. Rhetorically, 
he often elevated the traditions of the historical non-French or non-European others; thus 
debasing his own national culture and political traditions, Voltaire tried to bring some humility to 
his countrymen and broaden what he saw as a myopic, provincial worldview in which France 
could do no wrong. He desired France to incorporate the national humility toward which he had 
gestured with his praise of non-Europeans’ artistic, political, and cultural achievements into its 
own sense of national identity. 
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European and French History:  
The Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches 
 Voltaire’s subject matter shifted as his Essai progressed; yet, his objectives remained the 
same. As he moved away from depicting non-French societies and started alluding to European 
of French institutions and cultural traditions, he still sought to lead contemporary French 
statesmen and peers toward more rational, liberty-guaranteeing sociopolitical institutions. He 
recognized that France had moved away from what he considered its Golden Age under Louis 
XIV, an epoch that Voltaire described as the greatest of all historical time in his Siècle de Louis 
XIV, and that the nation would not become great overnight. Rather, he knew France would have 
to build upon the successes and failures of the Frenchmen and Europeans who came before. 
Thus, Voltaire strategically followed up his portrayals of non-European historical figures and 
civilizations with French and European counterexamples to illustrate the universality of progress 
and urge his audience to reexamine the figures and institutions that were nestled deep in the 
historical record. Ultimately, the commonalities and contrasts that he highlighted reiterate his 
hope that France would learn from the mistakes and triumphs of chronologically and 
geographically distant peoples—no matter in what tongue they spoke or in whom they believed.  
 Voltaire first invoked the example of Constantine to explain how the laws and institutions 
of the late Roman Empire facilitated the rise of Catholicism in Europe. “So great was the liberty 
which the Christians enjoyed [under Constantine’s leadership] notwithstanding the outcries and 
persecution of their enemies,” he remarked, “that in several provinces they had publicly erected 
churches on the ruins of Pagan temples.”106 Voltaire documented the extent of religious liberties, 
perhaps hyperbolically asserting that they flew directly in the face of previous, restrictive Roman 
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religious institutions and erected their own houses of worship atop their ruins. Although he did 
not make an explicit value judgment, Voltaire implied that political and religious liberties were 
morally redemptive and desirable goods in and of themselves. In contrast to how he painted 
Christianity’s emergence at the end of the Roman Empire, Voltaire argued that a new religious 
movement could not emerge in the present state of his France, because of the intolerance in his 
own society. Accordingly, Voltaire not only developed a new perspective through which to view 
the emergence of Christianity (as a byproduct of the sage institutions of the Romans), but he also 
revisited the claim he made in his Letters about the importance of religious liberty to political 
and economic freedom—hinting that modern France would benefit from commensurate success 
in its economic and political spheres should it liberalize its suffocating policies on religion. 
 While Voltaire alluded to the origins of the Roman Catholic Church (the Church that 
officially allied itself with the French monarchy) to provide his audience an instructive anecdote 
about religious liberty, he also discussed the Eastern Orthodox Church and drew points of 
instruction from the evolution of their practice of idol worship. He noted how, eventually, “this 
pious practice, like all other things, merely human, degenerated into an abuse.”107 Unlike the 
Chinese, whom he painted as adherents to a scholarly, morally, and culturally redemptive 
religion, Voltaire distinguished European “common people” as “ever gross in their ideas.” 108 He 
lambasted the followers of the Eastern Church for “[making] no distinction between God and the 
images… [Using] them in superstitious divinations, which have always seduced the credulity of 
the vulgar; I do not mean the vulgar among the common people only, but those among princes 
and learned men.”109 The practice of idol worship helped Voltaire to make a rather 
Machiavellian point: “vulgar” people exist within all ranks of society and government. 
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Therefore, just as charlatans could captivate the masses through religious ritual, a point that 
Marx would echo in his A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right (1844), 
Voltaire intimated that corrupt political figures could warp traditions to misguide their subjects. 
He had likely observed this phenomenon during the Regency and anticipated the risks that the 
corruption (l’infâme) of the French clergy posed the nation’s interconnected religious and 
political institutions.  
Charlemagne  
 Moving beyond the evolution of the Roman Catholic and Orthodox Churches, Voltaire 
invoked the historical legacy of France itself to demonstrate the constancy and centrality of 
individual political and religious liberties to a thriving economy. He gave significant 
consideration to different aspects of life and virtue that Charlemagne cultivated throughout his 
realm. Yet, the light in which Voltaire presented Charlemagne was mixed. On the one hand, he 
respected Charlemagne. He saw him as a man who, “with his remarkable success, and some 
shining qualities in other respects, gained…the character of a great man” and led a Renaissance 
of sorts in the Holy Roman Empire.110 On the other, he thought that Charlemagne’s tendency 
toward excessive force in the treatment of his subjects, diverse peoples who “fought to preserve 
their liberties and laws, was the action of a barbarian and robber.”111 Voltaire thus acknowledged 
that greatness of character and barbarity were not mutually exclusive. Further still, he challenged 
his audience to reconsider how they remembered Charlemagne. Charlemagne factored heavily 
France’s historical memory, and, as the first Holy Roman Emperor, he was integral to the 
construction and installation of the divine right of kings in France. However great of a leader 
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Charlemagne was, Voltaire tacitly defended the position that the ninth-century monarch’s mores 
and actions did not completely coincide with modern French and Enlightenment values.  
 As a careful reading of his Essai reveals how Voltaire took issue with Charlemagne’s 
tendency to use excessive force on his subjects, Voltaire did not cite the Holy Roman Emperor to 
interrogate his legacy, but rather to document how some Enlightenment era ideas like progress 
and liberty characterized aspects of the reigns of historical leaders like Charlemagne as well. 
Speaking of the laws and customs in the time of the Holy Roman Empire, he praised the political 
institutions that Charlemagne sustained throughout his realm. “General affairs were regulated in 
assemblies composed of the representatives of the nation,” as Voltaire informed his audience.112 
While Voltaire was not a Republican like Rousseau or a select few other philosophes, the 
autonomy afforded to most of Charlemagne’s subjects certainly resonated with him. He likely 
saw it in stark contrast to the system of ineffective, divisive Parlements whose authority paled in 
comparison to monarchy. The fact that during “[Charlemagne’s] reign, parliaments had no other 
will besides that of a master, who knows how to command and persuade” further impressed him. 
Voltaire appreciated how “Marseilles, Arles, Autun, Lyons, [and] Triers, were flourishing cities” 
under Charlemagne.113 He believed that “the autonomy” of self-government allowed these cities 
to continue to progress and thrive under what he saw as surviving political “institutions of the 
Romans.”114 Seeing the freedoms that Charlemagne’s use of these institutions gave to his 
citizens, Voltaire made the connection to the contemporary landscape of French politics and 
tapped into the religious and authoritative anxieties surrounding Les Parlements. Moreover, he 
also contended that part of Charlemagne’s greatness as a leader was derivative of the deference 
he had to past institutions. He hoped that contemporary French leaders would recognize the 
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precedent that Charlemagne set by heeding the practices of the Romans—a civilization that 
formed an historical other for him—and follow suit.  
 Beyond the feudalistic political liberties that Charlemagne provided to his subjects, 
Voltaire also believed that France could learn from Charlemagne because he cultivated 
commerce during his reign. Voltaire held that Charlemagne “made commerce flourish, because 
he was master of the Sea.”115 Consequently, he noted how “merchants on the coast of Tuscany, 
and those of Marseilles, [were able to] trade at Constantinople with the Christians, and at the port 
of Alexandria with the Mussulmen, by whom they were received and from whom they drew the 
riches of Asia.”116 Although he had emphasized commerce two decades prior in his Letters, 
Voltaire evidently thought that his French audience still needed to liberalize their attitude 
towards economic exchange. He thus used an allusion to the thriving sphere of commercial 
activity and multicultural exchange that flourished under Charlemagne to reiterate the 
importance of it to the vitality of contemporary France. While the French understood 
Charlemagne as a larger-than-life figure and one of several legendary Frankish forefathers, 
Voltaire believed that there was more to learn from Charlemagne and, more generally, a need to 
read history didactically in Enlightenment France. He wanted to expose what he perceived to be 
the often-overlooked status of commerce during the time of Charlemagne to reflect the 
longstanding precedent for historically French people to facilitate industry and commerce.  
 Although Voltaire painted Charlemagne as a remarkable historical figure, he firmly 
situated him within the continuum of European history as a product of the dark ages. According 
to Voltaire, “The sciences and the polite arts could have but a very feeble beginning, in those 
vast countries, which were yet uncivilized” during Charlemagne’s time, especially “when they 
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have but just begun to dawn with us.”117 He cited “Eginhardus, Secretary to Charlemagne,” who 
disclosed that the great “conqueror did not know how to sign his name.”118 Nonetheless, Voltaire 
found Charlemagne remarkable because he supported “polite learning” throughout his territories 
with “a mere strength of genius.”119 Explaining that Charlemagne “sent to Rome… for masters 
of grammar and rhetoric” so that he could learn to read and write, Voltaire hinted at how an 
understanding of reason and the importance of developing one’s mind existed in otherwise dark, 
progress-less ages.120 Voltaire hoped that his audience would recognize how the French had 
progressed from the general state of illiteracy that existed during Charlemagne’s reign. Yet, at 
the same time, he hoped that they would discern how the numerous seeds of rationality and 
progress that they observed in their own Enlightenment France had been planted, in part, by 
leaders heretofore seen as the products of “dark,” unenlightened periods of history.  
 Voltaire knew how the historical lens could render depictions of the past that produced 
novel and critical conceptions of the present. He thought that there could be improvements 
within French and European sociopolitical institutions and traditions, much as there had been a 
space for improvements in Charlemagne’s kingdom. So long as men heeded reason and believed 
in the Enlightenment concept of rational reforms, he believed there could always be more social 
progress. For Voltaire, history supplied lessons that allowed him to show his audience how to 
reform and improve their political and societal systems and also how to amend their overall 
worldviews.  
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Conclusion  
 While Michèle Duchet has cited Candide and the Spirit of the Laws to illustrate “how 
large a place the non-European world occupied in the French Enlightenment’s imagination,” it is 
imperative that scholars more thoroughly examine Voltaire’s Essai. It exemplifies what Bell has 
identified to be an eighteenth-century trend favoring a “ vertiginous expansion of interest in and 
information about non-Europeans,” and, more importantly, informs novel conceptions of 
otherness and methodologies used to present them. 121 The stress that Voltaire placed on the 
achievements of historical figures and peoples, French, non-French, and non-European, reflected 
both his commitment to the genre of universal history and the burgeoning French interest in 
information about others.  
 Likewise, while the Essai attests to an increased humility and succinctness in the 
presentation of history, which was, as Force points out, part of a larger trend in France that 
sought to compose histories and other works of literature to be comprehended by a more refined 
female audience. It also denotes Voltaire’s hope of fomenting national humility. While other 
nations had historically spoken different languages, worshipped different gods, and obeyed 
vastly different forms of government, Voltaire believed that France still needed to study them. 
The origins of this belief are manifold, but they almost certainly emerged from Enlightenment 
trends in art, science, and literature that emphasized the universality of humanity and oriented 
scholars’ attention to humans in order to qualitatively convey that which empirical data could not 
quantitatively.122 Although the French and, more generally, Europeans during this period viewed 
their institutions and traditions as the pinnacle of progress and virtue, Voltaire contended that 
they should rethink their political and social imaginations of their own superiority. With the 
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Essai, he thus provided his audience myriad new lenses through which to behold world history 
and understand France’s novel position on history’s expanding progress. Evoking and alluding to 
depictions of both redemptive and negative aspects to historical peoples and civilizations that 
were both French and not, Voltaire harnessed a new medium with which he painted a picture of 
the progress France stood to enjoy. However, he implied that it first had to overcome its myopia-
inducing pride and, instead, look outside its narrow borders to study the atlas of traditions and 
institutions that universal history provided.  
 Like most of the other philosophes, Voltaire did not seek to uproot existing power 
structures. Instead, he had the narrow objective of solidifying more freedoms for French élites 
and gens de lettres. As Dan Edelstein elucidates, while Voltaire and other contemporary French 
thinkers did not advocate Republicanism, they supported the “political liberty [liberté publique]” 
that it personified.123 Voltaire sketched a multifaceted and multinational portrait of world history 
to demonstrate where political liberties had previously existed elsewhere—informing readers of 
people who lived centuries before and oceans away from Louis XV’s France. As he summarized 
the traditions and institutions of China, India, Persia, and other historical non-European nations, 
he alerted his audience to the existence of non-European peoples and historical figures, and he 
also legitimized these peoples’ customs and sociopolitical systems by intimating that the French 
should learn from them. In this way, Voltaire picked up in Essai where he had left off in Letters. 
The use of a historical and non-European other, in particular, enabled him to expand the breadth 
of his critiques of France and, more interestingly, situate France as a new character in the 
intricate narrative of global history. In fact, his new contention in Essai was that the modern 
success of France could be facilitated by serious consideration of the achievements and practices 
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Voltaire’s Other Personified: “Les Guèbres, ou la Tolérance” 
  
 Beginning with Œdipe in 1718 and concluding with Irène in 1778, Voltaire wrote more 
than fifty plays in his lifetime. In fact, his initial celebrity grew from the success of his dramatic 
works. Denunciations of religious hypocrisy and corporatist French society, themes that coursed 
through his epistolary and historical writings like his Letters and Essai, were staples of his pièces 
de thêatre as well. In fact, as Russell Goulbourne rightly points out, Voltaire “thought that 
science, history, theology, and the writing of fiction were whimsical pastimes compared with the 
serious work of writing plays.”124 For Voltaire, the theatre and theatricality, both in staged 
performances and throughout other writings, were essential to his authorial identity because they 
enabled him to disguise or “mask” his critiques and deliver them in a way that not only 
connected with larger audiences than texts, but also presented a visual performance that 
resonated more profoundly.  
 The act of masking reproaches of the French monarchy and clergy—namely by couching 
them in observations about or comments made by temporally and culturally distant peoples—
helped Voltaire advance his messages by sparking curiosity and discussion. The theater offered 
another indirect method of critique in which he manipulated the sociopolitical structures, 
settings, and characters of his dramatic works to encourage critical thinking among the viewing 
public. Following Molière and Corneille, French playwrights whose work dominated the stage 
during Louis XIV’s reign and whose legacy persisted into Voltaire’s career, he emulated 
Classical forms and conventions of the French theatre. However, Voltaire forged a new path for 
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himself as he used these classical conventions to conceal novel and progressive ideas—
suggesting the need for reform in France’s religious and political institutions as well as the 
intrinsic good of practicing tolerance and the benefits that doing so confers a nation.  
 Of Voltaire’s plays, Les Guèbres ou la Tolérance is especially noteworthy because of 
how it exemplifies the trailblazing methods he used to combat abuses of power in the religious 
and political spheres (abuses that he called L’infâme). As he did in his Letters and Essai, 
respectively, Voltaire presented characters in Guèbres that were both non-French and historical. 
Additionally, he designed the plot to bring these non-French, historical others into conflict with 
Roman figures of religious or political authority (whom the French revered within their history), 
which Voltaire painted as acting unjustly and barbarically. He used the stage in Guèbres to 
emphasize the virtue of others who were culturally distant from contemporary France, ethnically 
non-French, and non-Christian. The presence and actions of these characters expanded the 
portrayals of others he had developed in his quests to expose the abuses of power that he 
detected in French religious and political institutions.  
 Voltaire designed Guèbres such that its characters and their relation to religious and 
political institutions illustrate the redemptive value of tolerance (and the harmful effects of its 
absence) in a society. Exposing the Romans, whose legacy dominated French political culture 
and memory through the age of Napoleon, as a people who obeyed corrupt, inhumane pagan 
priests who dominated weak leaders, Voltaire challenged France both to scrutinize the historical 
examples to which it had looked for guidance as a nation, and, most importantly, to examine the 
behavior of its own religious and political authorities.  
 Whereas Voltaire portrayed a mixture of contemporary and historical others in his Letters 
and Essai, respectively, he seldom treated contemporary characters or modern settings in his 
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plays. Although there were certainly some plays (Nanine) that were an exception to this rule, 
most of Voltaire’s plays depicted exclusively historical and non-French characters and settings. 
While Voltaire elected to set his Tancrède in France during the Middle Ages, most of his plays 
took place in Rome or Athens. His Œdipe and Brutus offered new versions of renowned 
Sophoclean and Shakespearean works, while other titles (Hérode et Mariamne and Socrates) 
drew on popular readings of ancient history to create entirely new plays. Thus, Voltaire explored 
several different geopolitical and historical milieux with his plays, routinely thrusting both 
temporally and culturally distant others in front of French audiences. 
 With Les Guèbres, Voltaire penned bold, leading roles for characters that represented 
members of a religious minority subjugated by Rome. Specifically, he introduced French 
audiences to a trio of Persian Zoroastrians, known by their French name “Guèbres.” The trio 
includes Azrame, a teenage girl; Le Jeune Arzémon, her brother; and Le Vieil Arzémon, their 
father. They quickly become the target of fanatical pagan Roman priests who, upon catching 
Arzame worshipping her God near a Roman temple, seek capital punishment for and her family. 
Iradan, a Roman tribune who falls in love with Arzame, uses his political power to intervene and 
attempt to save Arzame and her family. Le Vieil Arzémon eventually informs Iradan and 
Iradan’s brother Césène (an important figure in the Roman army) that Arzame and Le Jeune 
Arzémon are actually their long lost children, born after a previous military expedition in which 
the brothers were deployed to Persia. 
 The significance of Voltaire’s decision to pen Guèbres is two-fold. On the one hand, he 
brought a culture with which his audience was almost assuredly unfamiliar into focus and 
validated the history of a group otherwise considered barbarous or uncivilized. On the other 
hand, as Iradan disavows the priests’ zealotry and attempts to save Arzame, Voltaire manipulated 
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the idea of tolerance in the plot to challenge traditional sources of religious and political 
authority. Writing and staging Guèbres, he confronted issues that had produced considerable 
anxiety in France throughout the preceding decades—unquestioning obedience to figures of 
authority and religious fanaticism. With Treatise on Tolerance and Republican Ideas, Voltaire 
had published extensively on these issues by the time of Guèbres’ first performance in 1768.125 
What Voltaire did differently in Guèbres, however, was to engage with and encourage audiences 
to think about and discuss these questions among themselves rather than to react to an opinion 
that Voltaire communicated in a prosaic treatise. Thus following the spirit of his Letters and 
Essai, Voltaire produced a play that derived its moral and instructional value from the 
presentation and action of non-French, non-European others. Just like his Essai marked a 
departure from what Cronk has termed “earlier so-called universal histories [that] had usually 
been confined to the known Christian world,” Guèbres can be seen as a novel attempt to address 
the issue of intolerance by deviating from the predominant “Christian-centric view” and placing 
non-Christians (and non-relatives of early Christians’ Greek or Roman ancestors) at the center of 
the stage.126 
 In addition to bringing a peripheral population and culture into focus, Voltaire capitalized 
on the elements of otherness in Guèbres’ to apply increased scrutiny to the French memory of 
the Romans and examine how problems like those that afflicted Louis XV’s France also plagued 
Imperial Rome. Fanaticism, or fanatisme as Voltaire knew it, was not isolated to the priests and 
politicians on stage in Guèbres. To the contrary, he believed that the French King tended (as 
                                                
125 See Voltaire, Treatise on Tolerance, 4. Voltaire wrote this text in the wake of the Jean Calas Affair. The Calas 
Affair featured the death of Jean Calas’ son. Although he himself was a Protestant, Jean Calas allowed his son to 
convert to Catholicism. When his son committed suicide, the town thought that Jean and his family had conspired to 
murder the son for religious reasons. The town council condemned and put Jean Calas to death. Voltaire portrayed 
Calas as a man who “seemed to have rejected the absurd fanaticism that sunders the bonds of society to such an 
extent that he had approved the religious conversion of his son Louis and had employed a zealous Catholic servant 
in his home for thirty years to take care of all his children.”  
126 Nicholas Cronk, Voltaire, Very Short Introductions (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2017), 66. 
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Iradan and Césène understood L’Empereur until the final scene) to be too quick to defer to 
figures of religious authority in making political decisions. However, as Farge and Darnton’s 
works have elucidated, Voltaire could not say this outright, so he had to present situations on 
stage that would lead his audience to infer this. Sensing the seditious inferences Voltaire was 
making in a manuscript, the Parisian socialite and salonnière Madame Du Deffand expressed her 
worry that the play would trip the state’s censorship apparatus. Responding to Du Deffand, 
Voltaire assured her that Guèbres would not “cause a stir” in Paris.127 Letter culture was very 
ceremonial in the 1760s, so much so that, as Cronk has explained, “Voltaire could be assured 
that a letter to Mme Du Deffand would be read aloud and shared with the other members of her 
elite society….she replied to one of Voltaire’s letters saying, ‘your letter is charming—everyone 
asked me for copies of it’…Voltaire is thus able to use his correspondence to influence those in 
positions of power, fully aware that his letters circulate in a network operating in what one might 
call a semi-public sphere.”128 
 In his correspondence with Madame Du Deffand we observe Voltaire executing his 
strategy of anticipating and directing public opinion surrounding his work by encouraging 
members of the lettered or aristocratic classes to speak highly of his texts. Rhetorically, he 
                                                
127 “I am very upset that you thought Guèbres could cause a stir. I ask you to immediately stop thinking like this. 
Force yourself, I pray of you, to be of my opinion. Why show our enemies the harm they could do to us? Truthfully, 
you are giving them ammunition that they will use against us with all their might. You must take back your 
comments and make sure that there is nothing our enemies could use against us. Go on the record and say that this 
play is the elegy of good priests, that the Roman Emperor is a model for good kings, and that this play can only 
inspire reason and virtue. This is the sentiment that many good men already share. Put yourself inside their mind and 
adopt their opinion. Speak your new opinions loudly and overpower those men who wish to go against us. It is a 
great pleasure to have a part such as yours and to manipulate the opinions of men.”  [Je suis très fâché que vous 
pensiez que les Guebres pouraient éxciter des clameurs. Je vous demande instamment de ne point penser ainsi. 
Efforcez vous, je vous en prie, d'être de mon avis. Pourquoi avertir nos ennemis du mal qu'ils peuvent faire? 
Vraiment si vous dites qu'ils peuvent crier, ils crieront de toute leur force. Il faut aucontraire dire et redire qu'il n'y 
a pas un mot dont ces messieurs puissent se plaindre; que la pièce est l'éloge des bons prêtres, que l'Empereur 
Romain est le modèle des bons rois, qu'enfin cet ouvrage ne peut inspirer que la raison et la vertu. C'est le sentiment 
de plusieurs gens de bien qui sont aussi gens d'esprit. Mettez vous à leur tête, c'est vôtre place. Criez bien fort, 
ameutez les honnêtes gens contre les fripons. C'est un grand plaisir d'avoir un parti, et de diriger un peu les 
opinions des hommes.] D. 15805, Voltaire to Mme Du Deffand, 7 August 1769.  
128 Cronk, Voltaire, Very Short Introductions, 105. 
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wanted the marquise to think herself an important part of not only the play’s success, but also of 
the advancement of reason and virtue in France. Therefore, anything that she said about the play 
that was not wholeheartedly in its praise, Voltaire noted, did neither the play nor that of the 
French people any good. Moreover, by asserting that Guèbres’ characters, namely the priests and 
the Roman Emperor, served as ideals of (and were designed to) inspire virtue and reason, 
Voltaire linked his depictions of non-French and non-Catholic characters with morally 
instructive literary ends. Likewise, his acknowledgment of the role he understood Guèbres to 
play in shaping French social attitudes—and frankly the pleasure that he took in manipulating 
public opinion—makes his choice to use non-French, non-Christian, and non-contemporary 
characters to illustrate moral lessons more important to understand. 
Motivations 
 While Voltaire identified myriad sociocultural issues in contemporary French society and 
its various power structures, he sought to Écraser l’infâme above all. He understood fanaticism 
and the overzealous fanatics, which he would use the Roman priests in Guèbres to lambast, to 
have permeated France’s most sacred institutions (both churches and political organs). Linking 
l’infâme that he detected throughout France to fanaticism, Voltaire thus crafted a multifaceted 
performance in Guèbres that introduced tolerance as a solution to the violence and sociopolitical 
discord that he saw as emanating from fanaticism. Through his decision to situate a play directed 
at modern audiences in Rome, he suggested that fanaticism and overzealous individuals had 
remained a constant problem as long as organized religion had existed. Although Voltaire would 
not likely have agreed with Nietzsche’s portrayal of the Overman who outgrows his need for 
religion, he did contend (and did so especially in Guèbres) that man can discern and, 
consequently, should eschew particularly virulent strains of “piety.” While Voltaire supported 
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religion’s existence, he thought that it resulted in more harm than good, and, he thought, it too 
frequently served material and impious ends that caused innocent populations like the Guèbres to 
suffer unduly.  
 Voltaire had recognized and sought to diminish fanaticism’s influence on French 
institutions for most of his literary career, but he made a particularly strong effort to underscore 
its deadly effects in Guèbres. He first used the word fanatisme in 1737 when he wrote to 
Frederick the Great, encouraging the Prussian prince to “kill the monster of superstition and 
fanatisme, the real enemy of divinity and reason.” Moreover, he intimated that combatting and 
suppressing fanatisme would make Frederick (and other figures of authority) kings of the 
philosophes while other princes who turn their backs to it would remain merely the leaders of 
ordinary men.129 “If a fanatic is,” as Cronk quotes Churchill, “‘one who can’t change his mind 
and won’t change the subject,’ then,” he observes, “Voltaire is a fanatic in combatting 
fanaticism.”130 
 Additionally, in the aftermath of Letters and Essai, Voltaire understood that his platform 
was powerful, and he viewed Les Guèbres as a means to deepen his influence on French popular 
attitudes. Unfortunately, there are no records that indicate that this play was ever staged; 
however, as we have seen in his correspondence with Madame Du Deffand, his previous 
experience with circulating and staging controversial texts led him to anticipate potential 
obstacles. He acknowledged that publishing Guèbres would be tricky from the first time he 
mentioned the play: a 7 July 1768 letter to his childhood-friend, Charles Augustin Feriol, Le 
comte d’Argental. He told d’Argental, “It is good that we print the play without delay, day and 
                                                
129 [abattez le monstre de la superstition et du fanatisme, ce véritable ennemi de la divinité et de la raison. Soyez le 
roi des philosophes: les autres princes ne sont que les rois des hommes]; D. 1307, Voltaire to Frederick II [the 
Great], 30 March 1737.  
130 Cronk, Voltaire, Very Short Introductions, 100. 
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night, without losing a moment.”131 Furthermore, he expressed his own opinions about the play, 
saying “I regard Les Guèbres as a saintly work, because its culminates in moderation and 
empathy [toward those who are different from us].”132 While he formally denied authorship of 
the play, presumably a ploy to avoid the fallout from censors, he did not deny involvement with 
the play, later telling d’Argental, “The foreign edition of Les Guèbres has been dedicated to me, 
and they have praised me as someone who passionately loves Tolerance and really respects 
religion.”133 
 Understanding the backlash that Guèbres might engender among élites, and perhaps 
trying to increase the attention surrounding the play by creating public discussion about its 
authorship, Voltaire produced several accounts of who authored the play. Writing to one friend, 
he detailed a plan to pass the play off as a recently discovered œuvre of the deceased playwright 
Joseph-François-Édouard de Corsembleu Sieur de Desmahis. He viewed Desmahis as the perfect 
candidate, for he saw the departed playwright as someone “who produced natural, easy-flowing 
verses just like those of Guèbres.”134 Moreover, he reasoned,  “Desmahis is the author of the 
piece, he is dead, and so he won’t dispute his authorship.”135 As Cronk notes in his article 
“Voltaire and the Posture of Anonymity,” Voltaire frequently masked the authorial identity of his 
works.136 Voltaire’s objectives in using such tactics were twofold: to avoid getting himself 
tangled in a complex web of censorship and encourage public discussion of a text. Cronk makes 
                                                
131  [Il est bon, mon cher ange, que l'on fasse imprimer sans délais, jour et nuit, sans perdre un moment]; D. 15735, 
Voltaire to Come d’Argental, 7 August 1769. 
132 [Je regarde les Guèbres comme une pièce sainte, puisqu'elle finit par la modération et par la clémence] ; 
D.15805. 
133 [On me les a dédiés dans le païs étranger, et on me loue dans l'épître d'aimer passionèment la Tolérance et de 
respecter beaucoup la religion]; D. 15735, Voltaire to Come d’Argental, 7 August 1769. 
134 [Il faisait des vers naturels et faciles, précisément comme ceux des Guèbres]; D. 15203, Voltaire to Comte 
d’Argental, 5 September 1768. 
135 [Enfin Desmahis est l'auteur de la pièce, il est mort, il ne nous dédira pas]; D. 15203, Voltaire to Comte 
d’Argental, 5 September 1768. 
136  Nicholas Cronk, "Voltaire and the Posture of Anonymity," MLN 126, no. 4 (September 2011): 768–84. 
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it clear that masking the identity of his authorship played an integral part in Voltaire’s 
strategies—maneuvers geared not only to écraser l’infâme, but also to increasing his 
readership.137 He points to a letter that Voltaire sent to his longtime friend and former member of 
Louis XV’s royal bodyguard, Étienne Noël Damilaville in which he opined, “my advice will 
always be that we crush corruption and that they will not notice the hand that crushes it.”138 
Thus, Voltaire believed that in order for those in power to remain oblivious to the identity of the 
hand that crushed them, it was necessary for authors like himself to assume many different 
writing styles and to posture themselves in such a way that would avoid definitively linking them 
to a controversial text. 
 In other letters, Voltaire invented an entirely different identity for the play’s author. 
Writing to d’Argental, he claimed that a young man (to whom he referred as “the possessed” le 
possédé) had randomly appeared at his door and presented him with the manuscript for 
Guèbres.139 Voltaire claimed to have taken le possédé into his home and supported him for 
several weeks during which time the philosophe functioned as a sounding board for le possédé’s 
ideas about the play. Although he charged that Guèbres “seems to have exhausted all the 
novelties,” Voltaire maintained that the play was “in a completely new taste.”140 It is doubtful 
that d’Argental would have confused his lifelong friend’s habit for posturing about authorship 
with the truth of the matter, but, in case their letters were intercepted (a phenomenon that 
occurred frequently during the final decades of the ancien régime), it made sense for Voltaire to 
fabricate, and for d’Argental to go along with, these elaborate tales. 
                                                
137 Ibid, 783-84. 
138  [Mon avis sera toujours qu'on ecrase l'infame et qu'elle ignore la main qui l'ecrase"]; D. 12208, Étienne Noël 
Damilaville, 25 November 1764. 
139  D. 15168, Voltaire to d’Argental, 14 August 1768. 
140 [Elle est dans un goût tout à fait nouveau quoiqu'on semble avoir épuisé les nouveautés]; D. 15168, Voltaire to 
d’Argental, 14 August 1768. 
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  Moreover, in the event that performances were prohibited, Voltaire outlined a plan to 
clandestinely print and distribute the text. “If we are not allowed to perform the play,” Voltaire 
remarked, then “we will print it with the wisest, most cunning preface to help generate interest in 
it and expose those in power who control the allusions.”141 In a letter to the composer and fellow 
gens de lettres, Michel Paul Guy de Chabon, Voltaire implied that the author of Guèbres, 
whoever he may have been, was more interesting than Racine—the famous seventeenth-century 
French playwright known for Iphigénie.142  
Analysis of how Otherness Functions as a Critical Perspective in the Text 
 Showcasing the loyalty and fidelity of Arzame throughout the play, Voltaire extended 
some of the claims that he made in Essai, especially those about others being as virtuous as the 
French—or more virtuous. For example, as Iradan arrives on the scene and realizes that Arzame 
is in serious trouble with the priests, he advises her, “you could disarm the priests’ barbaric 
injustice by abjuring your religion and imploring the emperor, I pray that you do this.”143 
However, Arzame remains steadfast in her faith, responding, “Alas! For loving the God of my 
ancestors I must die by the hand of your priests! I must die at the hands of terrible torture only 
                                                
141 [Si on ne les joue pas on les fera imprimer avec la préface la plus sage, et la plus capable de dérouter les feseurs 
d'allusions]; D. 15321, Voltaire to d’Argental 18 November 1768) 
142 D. 15803, Voltaire to de Chabon, 7 August1769. “I am more interested in the author of Les Guèbres than that of 
Iphigénie. He is a young man who deserves to be encouraged. He only has good sentiments, he espouses tolerance 
(something which is a good objective in and of itself) and his career will flourish over and survive the next fifty or 
sixty years. I hope that honest men will tolerate him at the present, because without their support, he will be 
subjected to the fervor of the Jansénistes who do not grant clemency to anyone. All philosophes need to raise their 
voices in favor of Guèbres. I have seen this piece printed in a foreign country under the name Tolérance, but that 
name is received halfheartedly today in Paris.” [Je m'intéresse plus à l'auteur des Guèbres qu'à celui de la nouvelle 
scène d'Iphigénie. C'est un jeune homme qui mérite d'être encouragé. Il n'a que de bons sentiments, il veut inspirer 
la tolérance, c'est toujours bien fait, il poura y réussir dans cinquante ou soixante ans. En attendant je crois que les 
honnêtes gens doivent le tolérer lui même, sans quoi il serait exposé à la fureur des jansénistes qui n'ont 
d'indulgence pour personne. Tous les philosophes devraient bien élever leur voix en faveur des Guebres. J'ai vu 
cette pièce imprimée dans le païs étranger sous le nom de la Tolérance; mais on est bien tiède aujourd'hui à Paris 
sur l'intérêt public]. 
143 [Vous pourriez désarmer leur barbare injustice, abjurer votre culte, implorer l’empereur, j’ose vous en prier.]; I. 
v. 299-300. 
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for not learning the art of thinking like them!”144 In the same vein as the Chinese subjects’ 
loyalty to their emperor, Voltaire painted Arazame’s piety as something for the audience to 
admire—presenting her as a courageous, principled, and loyal servant of her God.  
 Writing for the upper echelons of a French society that valued manners and social values 
(mœurs) above all, Voltaire knew that he would have to endow his Zoroastrian characters with 
qualities that appealed to contemporary mœurs-driven sensibilities to elicit his audience’s 
empathy. Thus, as Arzame tells Iradan about how her father supplied the Roman army with 
crops, she underscores how Guèbres’ “mœurs… are simple and rustic.”145 The “simple and 
rustic” lifestyle that Arzame and her people lead appealed to the historical memory of Rome. In 
his Georgics, Virgil attests to the virtuousness Romans associated with farming.146 Voltaire thus 
demonstrated how many people coming from cultures that Rome considered inferior, like the 
Guèbres, actually embodied “Roman” virtues more than the Romans did themselves.  
 As Voltaire sought to change French audiences’ attitudes toward others, he encouraged 
them to recognize and resist the religious fanatisme that spilled over from the Church into French 
political institutions. Consequently, he fashioned Iradan as an example for his audience to 
emulate. He hoped that the French, as they interacted with individuals from different cultural and 
religious backgrounds, would develop the same sovereignty of mind that enabled Iradan to think 
for himself and recognize the priests’ fanatisme. Iradan’s sympathy, love, and admiration for 
Arzame represent the way in which Voltaire hoped his peers would tolerate and respect others.   
                                                
144 [ Hélas ! pour adorer le Dieu de mes ancêtres il me faut donc mourir par la main de vos prêtres ! Il me faut 
expirer par un supplice affreux, pour n’avoir pas appris l’art de penser comme eux !]; I. v. 301-4. 
145 [Mon père a suivi l’armée : il apporte en son camp les fruits de ses jardins, qu’avec lui quelquefois j’arrosai de 
mes mains : nos mœurs, vous le voyez, sont simples et rustiques]; I. v. 340-1. 
146  Virgil, Georgics, ed. Kimberly Johnson (New York, US: Penguin, 2009). 
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 In Guèbres, Voltaire also used Iradan as a mouthpiece to denounce zeal and the men who 
allowed themselves to be governed by it. As Iradan bemoans Arzame’s likely fate, he laments, 
“Live, o noble one! This heart conjures you… I will lose my place before in its fury the hand of 
fanaticism makes an attempt on your life.”147 Here, Voltaire employed “the hand of fanaticism” 
as a metonym for the reach or influence that the Roman (and French) priests had over political 
institutions. He associated the stranglehold that the priests maintained over the political affairs of 
the Roman Empire with the influence that he saw French clergy had on the monarchy. 
 The “flaws” of the Zoroastrian characters that Voltaire presented function to increase the 
gravity of Iradan and Césène’s toleration of them. Accordingly, Voltaire paints the Guèbres as 
beholden to a religious code that requires incest—something that flew in the face of Roman 
mores. Iradan thus recoils as Arzame confides the secret of her religious obligations to him. 
Arzame then reminds Iradan (and expresses Voltaire’s opinion) that “the beliefs, the values, the 
moral duties, everything differs [between our religion and yours]…our religion, as opposed to 
yours, requires that the sister marries the brother in the hope that these links join us with both 
nature and love.”148 Hearing this takes Iradan completely off-guard; he reacts by screaming, 
“Barbarian!”149 However, Iradan quickly overcomes his initial repulsion. Voltaire thus shows 
how, unaffected with the same pernicious strain of fanatisme as the priests, Iradan can tolerate 
others who differ from him. Equipped with and empowered by this tolerance, Iradan resolves to 
protect Arzame and what he perceives to be her right to practice whatever religion she chooses. 
Amid the background of fanaticism, Iradan has retained the clarity of mind to discern the value 
of la tolerance and to tell Arzame “your spirit is broken, but your soul is sincere, I am shocked, 
                                                
147 [Vivez, ô noble objet ! ce cœur vous en conjure…je perdrai ma place avant qu’en sa furie la main du fanatisme 
attente à votre vie]. I. v. 345-350. 
148 [la créance, les mœurs, le devoir, tout diffère…notre religion, à la vôtre contraire, ordonne que la sœur s’unisse 
avec le frère, et veut que ces liens…rejoignent parmis nous la nature à l’amour]; II. iii. 511-23. 
149 [Barbare!]; II. iii. 523. 
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confused, [and] humiliated, but I see you in a light of pity, I do not love you anymore, but I will 
serve you still.”150 Voltaire hoped that his audiences would internalize the same spirit as Iradan 
and treat others with tolerance and compassion.   
 In the same way that he made the non-French and non-Europeans he depicted in Letters 
and Essai appear more virtuous or civilized than the French, Voltaire used Guèbres to distort 
traditional French-centric views of barbarism. He manipulated the notion of barbarity and 
inverted the image of the barbarian such that the Romans, and implicitly the French, appeared 
barbaric for their extremely intolerant treatment of the Guèbres. Although Iradan calls Arzame a 
“barbarian” when she reveals that she is in love with and intends to wed her brother, he does not 
eschew her completely; he overcomes the shocking cultural differences and respects her 
humanity. He tolerates her and honors the commitment he made to defend her. On the other 
hand, Le Jeune Arzémon cautions his sister that she cannot fully trust anything or anyone “in 
these moments…in such a barbaric land…among so many enemies.”151 With this exchange, 
Voltaire showed how others viewed their own cultural practices as virtuous, and he hinted at the 
difficulty of a relationship between the subjugated and subjugators. Rome, the historical other 
with whom Voltaire paralleled France, viewed itself as the pinnacle of civilization and as a 
civilizing power to conquered, often-colonized populations. However, the fact that Voltaire’s 
non-Roman characters not only reject the supremacy of their rulers, but also (in the case of Le 
Jeune Arzémon) accuse them of barbarism, signifies a new literary-historical imagination of 
mœurs. As he gave a voice to Le Jeune Arzémon, Voltaire acknowledged the legitimacy of non-
Catholic, non-French cultures’ mœurs—mœurs that represented peoples and traditions whose 
growing presence in the increasingly interconnected economic and geopolitical world of Early 
                                                
150 [Votre esprit est trompé, mais votre âme est sincère, je suis épouvanté, confus, humilié; mais je vous vois 
toujours d’un regard de pitié: Je ne vous aime plus, mais je vous sers encore]; II. iii. 546-49. 
151 [En ces moments…dans un lieu si barbare…parmi tant d’ennemis]; III. ii. 879-880. 
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Modern Europe that he anticipated the French would soon have to tolerate and learn from if they 
wanted to remain viable.  
 Though Voltaire’s crusade against fanaticism surely motivated Letters and Essai (and it 
featured prominently in Guèbres), he also made claims in the play that rooted tolerance at the 
heart of jurisprudence and governance. For him, a good leader respected and tolerated all his 
subjects. Unlike Guèbres’ priests, Voltaire imagined ideal kings and princes concerning 
themselves only with the sociopolitical and economic domains. A ruler granting his people the 
liberty to think freely and exchange varying (and often opposing) ideas constituted the 
foundation of Voltaire’s understanding of the Republic of Letters. As he wonders what fate 
Caesar will give his children, Le Vieil Arzémon muses, “The greatest kings sometimes act like 
the basest humans…they like to smile at simplicity. Does this superb governor [emperor] have 
the hardness to deny the homage paid to his own hands?152 Here, Voltaire made a value 
judgment that a good ruler must display grace and tolerance. Although hardness (dureté) is 
required of princes, he rejected a purely Machiavellian reading of leadership. To be effective, 
Voltaire imagined a leader cultivating his peoples’ abilities, not oppressing them for holding 
disparate religious beliefs. 
 Thus, in pursuit of his mission to écraser l’infâme, Voltaire diligently crafted Guèbres to 
synthesize a political space where those in power did not let fanaticism impede their ability to 
govern justly—retaining their impartiality and fairness. Before the final scene where 
L’Empereur, in a surprising display of tolerance and clemency, grants Arzame and Le Jeune 
Arzémon their freedom, Voltaire first has Iradan entertain the disheartening realities of power. 
He contemplates that those who make the law are also those who enforce it, and he laments the 
                                                
152 [Les plus grands rois vers les derniers humains s’abaissent quelquefois… mais…ils aiment à sourire à la 
simplicité. Ce gouverneur superbe a-t-il la dureté de rejeter l’hommage à ses mains présenté?]; IV. i. 1028–36.   
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lack of power that the ordinary man has to shape and influence the affairs of a state apparatus 
blinded by fanaticism.153 As Iradan’s lines suggest, Voltaire’s main critique of French power 
structures stressed that those in power only ostensibly made laws to promote virtue and fairness. 
In reality, he asserted, they were concerned with solidifying and extending their own privileges. 
He saw this problem through all parts of the monarchy, and he feared that an enlightened, 
rational society would prove impossible without first changing popular attitudes and improving 
the operation of governmental institutions. 
 Moreover, when Le Vieil Arzémon tells Iradan and Césène about the moment when he 
adopted Arzame and Le Jeune Arzémon, he reveals that he was compelled to adopt and care for 
them both by his religious and natural moral code. He recalls how, “at the tender juncture [when] 
…I divided the bread that the sky gave me; my law commanded me to do it, but my tender 
zeal…(zeal for being human) had no need of that law.”154 In this exchange, Voltaire made a 
distinction between religious and natural morality. While Le Vieil Arzémon cited the religious 
(Zoroastrian) law that commanded him to adopt and love the children, he contended that his zeal 
for being human sufficed as a rationale for his actions. It is this zèle, a fanaticism for being 
human rather than for imposing interpretations of religious texts on others, that Voltaire wanted 
to parse from a separate, natural moral code that existed for everyone by virtue of being human. 
It was this natural law that he wanted his audience to adopt and display. 
                                                
153  “The powerful is always favored, they control everything; the weak are crushed by the powerful who are both 
the makers and interpreters of the laws; one need not listen to anything but them; our mouths are unable to make 
sound; we allow them to the right to be sovereign judges, the authority resides in their cruel hands; I am losing the 
most beautify right, that of forgiveness. [Le puissant est toujours des grands favorisé ; ils se maintiennent tous ; le 
faible est écrasé ils sont maîtres des lois dont ils sont interprètes ; On n’écoute plus qu’eux ; nos bouches sont 
muettes : on leur donne le droit de juges souverains, l’autorité réside en leurs cruelles mains ; je perds le plus beau 
droit, celui de faire grâce], (Iv. ii. 1099-1105). 
154 [A ce tendre dépôt…je divisai le pain que le ciel m’a donné; ma loi me le commande, et mon sensible zèle… pour 
être humain n’avait pas besoin d’elle]; IV. vi. 1243-46 
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 The wisdom that Le Vieil Arzémon has acquired, not only as a father, but also as 
someone who has survived subjugation and life as a religious minority in another’s land, makes 
him a particularly desirable mouthpiece for Voltaire. In a conversation with Mégatise, a Guèbre 
who lives under Roman control and serves in the imperial army (he seems particularly 
disconnected from his heritage when compared with the identity of Le Vieil Arzémon), Le Vieil 
Arzémon expresses his opinion that “Everything that I know here intimidates me, inhumanity 
and persecution threaten my children and my religion.”155 The contrast created by juxtaposing 
the non-assimilated Vieil Arzémon with the assimilated Mégatise allows Voltaire to analyze the 
dynamic of Rome and make suggestions about the tensions affecting contemporary sociopolitical 
and religious French institutions. This contrast highlights his belief that religious institutions are 
a detriment to the public good when they adversely affect politics.  
Conclusion 
 Voltaire used the denouement to deliver perhaps the most impassioned plea for la 
tolerance in all his dramaturgy. When L’Empereur arrives, he quickly reassures Le Vieil 
Arzémon that “the Guebres will now be able to freely follow a secret cult long persecuted; if this 
cult is yours, no doubt it cannot hurt, I must tolerate it rather than destroy it.” He then expands 
his proclamation, entreating them to “peacefully enjoy their rights, their property; may they 
worship their god, but without hurting mine. Let everyone in his law search peacefully for 
enlightenment; but the law of the State always comes first. I think as a citizen, I act as the 
emperor. I hate the fanatic and the persecutor.”156 When he tells Le Vieil Arzémon that his cult 
                                                
155[Je sais qu’ici tout m’intimide, que l’inhumanité, la persécution, menacent mes enfants et ma religion]; IV. i. 
1027-44. 
156 [Les guèbres désormais pourront en liberté  suivre un culte secret longtemps persécuté: si ce culte est le tien, 
sans doute il ne peut nuire je dois le tolérer plutôt que le détruire. ou'ils jouissent en paix de leurs droits, de leurs 
biens; ou'ils adorent leur dieu, mais sans blesser les miens. Que chacun dans sa loi cherche en paix la lumière; mais 
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“cannot hurt,” L’Empereur voices an opinion that rested at the core of Voltaire’s personal 
philosophy—ideas and religion are powerless in and of themselves. Instead, the men who fall 
victim to fanaticism and allow themselves to be governed by zeal are the real problem; they 
distort ideology and doctrine to serve their own interests. Additionally, L’Empereur’s declaration 
“Let everyone in his law search for peacefully for enlightenment” reflects what Cronk has 
termed “Voltaire’s…essentially historical interest in religion.” 157 The philosophe’s exploration 
of “the nature of religion, as part of a broader concern with the progress of knowledge, puts 
[him] at the heart of the Enlightenment endeavor,” and gives modern audiences pause to 
reconsider the not-so-subtle themes of his work (as in Les Guèbres) that reveal his philosophy.158 
 The stage permitted Voltaire to personify the traits and virtues that he extolled in other 
historical works—traits that he wanted the French to express in popular attitudes and 
sociopolitical and religious institutions. Likewise, the use of non-French, non-European, and, at 
times, non-Christian characters enabled him to broach topics that he could not have discussed 
otherwise. For example, symbolically replacing the French king Louis XV with his ancient 
counterpart of L’Empereur, Voltaire could comment about the qualities of a good monarch 
without explicitly accusing other members of the French political apparatus of intolerance or 
fanaticism.  
 Thus, as we understand the pains that Voltaire took to mask his authorial identity, we 
can see how he manipulated the presentation of his ideas through the use of images, depictions, 
and characters of the other. He masked not only his name, but also the statements he made 
against L’infâme, concealing them in subtle observations and remarks about historical or non-
                                                                                                                                                       
la loi de l'État est toujours la première. Je pense en citoyen, j'agis en empereur. Je hais le fanatique et le 
persécuteur.]; V. vi. 1601-10. 
157 Cronk, Voltaire, Very Short Introductions, 103. 
158 Ibid, 103. 
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French people. Les Guèbres represented a fusion of the strategies that Voltaire had previously 





















Conclusion: Interpreting Enlightenment History through a 
Philosophe’s Appeals to Otherness 
 Placing his life within the context of the broader narrative of the French Enlightenment 
we see how Voltaire’s ideas helped drive the Enlightenment. He sought to advance and defend 
the notions of reason, progress, and tolerance in his writings across all genres and throughout all 
stages of his life, thus personifying the mission of the philosophes. While he certainly held 
several prejudices (chief among them being his anti-Semitism), he undoubtedly went beyond the 
traditional mœurs of most eighteenth-century Frenchmen and looked respectfully and 
interestedly at others in the hopes of learning from their institutions, attitudes, and cultures. The 
consideration that he gave to others was integral to the critical processes by which he defined the 
components of a truly “Enlightened” society.  
 Today, as we remember the history of eighteenth-century Europe (and consider its 
colonial legacy) we almost exclusively imagine Europeans’ depictions of others as disparaging—
an overwhelming majority of them were. However, as Voltaire alluded to others—non-French 
and non-European peoples—he did so predominantly to elevate their cultures and to insinuate 
that borrowing from or adopting their traditions outright could improve the contemporary French 
sociopolitical apparatus and popular attitudes. Consequently, reexamining Voltaire’s 
methodology and seeking to comprehend how and why he spoke about non-French or non-
European peoples as he did leads us to modify the previously accepted narrative of Europeans’ 
use of othering during the early colonial period. It was not strictly a practice meant to reinforce 
European dominance, but, as Voltaire shows us, it offered a method to humble and encourage a 
European people to look outside the confines of their own borders for remedies to their own 
sociopolitical and cultural problems. Sometimes, as we saw Voltaire imply at several points 
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throughout Essai and Les Guèbres, the answers lie in the histories of those other cultures and, 
occasionally, in the historical moments where European and non-European cultures had 
overlapped. 
 Using non-French writers, Voltaire became a leading exemplar of how French social 
critiques depended on “other” cultures and also sought to avoid censorship. Reforming the 
internal institutions of France would depend on engagement with foreign cultures and traditions 
outside France. The French Enlightenment was thus a transnational engagement that pushed 
French intellectual life in new directions and birthed novel literary conventions such as 
Voltaire’s othering. 
 As the consideration of Voltaire’s works continues into the multicultural twenty-first 
century, historians should look more closely at the ways in which Voltaire employed otherness to 
analyze concepts like tolerance. If more cultural and intellectual historians pull back the curtain 
on all genres of Voltaire’s œuvre, then they will likely observe and discover, as my analysis of 
his Letters, Essai, and Les Guèbres has demonstrated, how he consistently weaponized otherness 
in his fight to achieve substantive religious, social, and political reform in his own society.  
 While some might think of Voltaire a tired author whose works are included in class 
syllabi merely as a concession to the canon that our forefathers read, this is not the case. He and 
his works are still very much worth studying in their own right—they resonate with modernity, 
likely because they signaled the beginning of many of today’s own paradigms. His explorations 
of multicultural diversity used the past as a background to illuminate answers to modern 
questions about the value of tolerance. The strategy behind these depictions could be helpful to 
both modify current attitudes and to increase historical literacy in today’s world. Ultimately, his 
engagement with otherness and the emphasis he placed on the value of multiple cultural 
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perspectives as a means of critiquing dominant French cultural narratives and social practices 
shows that he was engaged with issues that speak to our own time. The light of the philosophes 
of the Siècle des Lumières, especially that which radiated from Voltaire’s pen and illuminated 
others, is a valuable resource that we can still use to reorient our critical thinking to answer 
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